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ONE DOLLAR

$46-Mi//ion Race
Track Planned for
.·West Riverside
County ·
But So me Question
Reg iona l Gove rnment
St rategy
By Gwenn Norton-Perry
By the year 2000, researchers pred ict
that the state's population wi ll exceed 36
million. Along with growth , comes a n tncrcastng s train upon public fac ilities, as
we ll as our e nvironmental resources.
The State Assembly Office of Research
recently produced a study en titled, "California 2000 ·- Getting Ahead of the G rowth
C urve and the Future of Local Government
in California."
As a res ult, Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown introduced AB4242, a controversial
bill that would create seven regional development and infras tr uc tu re agencies
throughout the state with power over environmental issues at the regional and local
levels.
Accordi ng to most local o fficials, however, proposals such as Brown's would severe ly weaken local con trol. Still, proponents belie ve that a new fo rm of reg io nal
-Please See "AB4242" Page 6 -

Riverside Applying
Double Standard,
Developer Says
By Chuclr. Cox, presidenJ,
Jurupa Western Inc.
Riverside's City Council has voted to
oppose a proposed 100-acre development

OPINION
j us t o utside of its city limi ts. Ri vers ide
cites increased traffic and its 5-acre zoning
policy as its reasons fo r opposing the project.
Jurupa Western Inc., the project developer, is proposing tha t Norco annex the development.
Riverside's 5-acre zoning law was approved b y tha t city's voters several years
ago. Voters were concerned about the potential over-develop me nt of The Hidden
Valle y Wildlife Preserve, located in the

- Please See "Riverside" Page 25 -
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Cities Battle for Super-Speed Train
Maglev Could Mean Big Bucks for Community that
Wins Stop
Colton City Manager Edmund Sotelo is preparing for the biggest battle of h is professional life.
Sotelo, like o ther Colton officials and businessmen, wan ts to lure Bechtel Corp. to
put a stop for its planned $5-billion super-speed Maglev trai n in his city.
Problem is, so does Ontario. And Riverside. And even Corona.
So Sotelo is ready to fight for the train s top. He hopes a battle is no t necessary. "But
if it comes to that, we'll have to act according ly," he said.

Colton or Ontario?

Developers of a planned $46-million
quarter horse/harness racing track in west
Rtvcrstdc County arc negotiating to buy
land for the proposed facility fro m a lo ngume vegetable farmer, who c urren tl y
owns the property. Money for the purchase of the land for the track as well as
ns construcuon would come from private
sources, according to track developers and
publi c offictals.
At the same ume, two bills have been
making their way through the state legislature, which wo uld clear away legal obs tacles to the track's cons truction.
The track would be located in the vicinity of Norco and Mira Lorna and could
bring as man y as 1000 jobs to the area,
developers said.
It would be the fi rst new track built in
Ca liforn ia s ince 1953. The California
Horse Racing Board gave its unanimous
approval to the project d uring its July
meeting.

Private Funding
Under the current proposal, funding for
the track would come in part from a
- Please See "R acing" Page 3 -

Give Insurance
Consumers an
Advocate

The Maglev train could be an economic windfall for whatever Inland Empire city
manages to secure a stop.
By Ra/plt Ntxkr
Bechtel Corp. was chosen in mid-August to build the 265-mile train that would connect Anaheim to Las Vegas. Propelled by electromangnetic fo rces, the train would carry
Ralph Ntxkr is scltedllled to speak Oft
passengers at speeds as high as 300 miles per hour. The whole trip could take as little
Oct. 3 Oft the topic of "Car lfiSIV(JfiCe ill
as 75 minutes nonstop.
California" al Cal Stale University, Sa~~
However, the California legislation that opened the doors to the Maglev in this state
IJernordino.
mandates that train must also serve commuters -- specifically Inland E mpire commutWith
ers.
thai
"If it's nothing more than a train that's going to carry people from Las Vegas to Ana - scheduled
heim and back, it wo n't be built," said Jo hn Stevens, ch ief cons ultant of the A ssemta/lr. ift
bly's Transportatio n Commission. "The train must service commuters in the Inland
mind, the
E mpire," he added.
B~o~Siness
And Bechtel o ffic ials say they arc well aware that witho ut commute r s tops some- Journal
where in the Inland Empire, the Magle v project wou ld not be possible. T hey said , in a
aslr.ed for
recent interview, tha t they will soon hire consul tants to conduct a study, in part, to deaftd rete rmine where to place In land Empire stops. T hat decision would be based purely o n ec- ce ive d
onomics, they say, addi ng tha t the city that generates the most commu ters wi ll get the from
stop.
Nader the
It's nearly certain there will be one stop in Victo rville. But j ust where the other In- fo/lowland Empire train station will be is still open to de bate. Most of those invo lved seem
RaJplt Nader
iftg artito agree, the two most likely sites are Co lton or Ontario.
cle lte wr01e
No one has yet do ne an economic analys is on just ho w full a Maglev stop could fill Oft the topic of IW Oct. 3rd addres.s.
- Please See "Maglev" Page 3 - PletJM See HNodoHPage 31 -
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resources, at a time when the SBA is
facing stiff oppostition.

Bill Could Create Regional
Super Agency
Page 1
Assembly Bill AB4242 sponsored by
Speaker Willie Brown could create a regional governing body whose authority
would supersede that of cities ; coun·
ties and even the South Coast A ir
Quality Management District. Gwen
Norton-Perry solicited local reaction to
the bill, which is currently being dis·
cussed in the Legislature.
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We offer the wondng
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• M.A. in Management
two post-master's
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Program
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F. Drucker Graduate Management C.ntar, The Claremont
Graduate School, 165 E. Tenth Street, Claremont, CA
91711-6116.
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Banking Shouldn't Be!
Do you think you're getting the same treatment from
your bank that big companies get?
Community Bank is aggressively seeking cash cycle,
capital expenditure credit relationships m the lowernuddle market
• Inventory Accounts Receavable Financang
• Production Equapment Loans
• Physacal Plant Expansion Loans
• Product Development Loans
• Professional Service Corp. Capitalization
• Cash Management ervices
We offer the best of both worlds, we're ~mall enough to gave you access to
decis1on maker~ and b•g enough to meet s•gn•ficant needs

Courier Service Avallable

Call for appoiTitmfmt or plant visitation
Bt;SIKF.SS BANKERS
George McFedncs 335-9585
George Vossberg 335-9585

Beth Ca rison 881·2323

Scou Burger 793·7575
Hank BaULSle 350-{)519
D1ane lluppman 793-7575

Heaor Gullerrez 881-2323
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Member FDIC

A proposed 3,500-home project,
called Eagle Valley, has pitted mining
interests and residents against devel·
opers. Long-time Corona city council·
man and former Mayor Bill Franklin out·
lines the parties involved as well as the
history of the controversy.

Donald Koll on " The Art of
the Deal"
Page 16

It was not that many years ago when
the term "marketing plan" was unheard
of when rt came to leasing a commercial
project. Those days are gone writes
Tom Merle, vice president of the Onta·
rio Center.

Donald Koll, the internationally known
founder of The Koll Company, is per·
haps the most respected developer lo·
cally. But how does he put together a
deal? What are his strategies? In this in·
formative article, Koll, and his vice pres·
ident of development, Phil Belling, ex·
plain how they set up a recent joint·
venture deal in Moreno Valley .

Attorney Timothy Tosta, who is representing Hyatt Corp. in a case now mak·
ing its way through the legal system,
said the outcome of the case could affect Inland Empire development for
years to come.

Riverside Approves 1 05-acre
Project
Page 9

Hard WorK

Corona Housing Project
Sparks Opposition
Page 15

Marketing In the Inland Empire
Tougher Today
Page 7

DEVELOPMENT

Earning Money is

HOUSING

DEAL MAKING

Supreme Court Case Could
Have Inland Empire
Implications
Page 8

After a year of negotiation with devel·
opers and residents, the city of River·
side approved Northgate Business
Center, a project which will be part of a
planned 350-acre business complex.

SALES
How To Increase
Your Sales

Page 10

AUTOMOTIVE
Car Sales Slump Hits
Inland Empire
Page 16
New car sales have plummeted 8 percent nationally in the f irst six months of
1990. The Inland Empire has notescaped the slump unscathed, but there
are some differences between the local and national markets. Chris Sutherland, a Redlands-based advertising executive who has followed the auto
market for years, exp lains.

INTERVIEW
Tllna Ross
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Co nt. From Page I

able for any future costs. None of the
funding for lhe track would come from
group called the Golden Empire Racing public funds, she said.
Association (GERA). The group is comDunlap said she has advocated the racing
prised of businessmen who own and oper· facility because part of lhe land would be
ate race tracks lhroughout the country.
set aside for public usc.
GERA officials said lhey are in the proCurrent plans provide 60 acres of land a1
cess of purchasing land to house lhe track the facility for rodeos, concerts, horse
faci lities from George Harada, a broccoli shows and compeutions. In addition, there
and cabbage farmer who owns more lhan would be exhibit halls for such activities
300 acres in the area. The track would be as pet and flower shows as well as meetlocated on 146 acres at lhe intersection of ing rooms for commun1ty groups.
Cloverdale and Sumner avenues, alongside
1-15, 10 the Jurupa District ncar M1ra Legislation Pending
Lorna, 10 miles west of R1verside.
Clcarmg the way for the trad. 10volves
Financ1al details conccrnmg the negotiaseveral legal hurtles, currently be10g adtions were not available.
However, if all gocs according to plan, dressed in two pending lcg,slauvc bills.
One of the two p1eces of legislation IS
construction should begm 10 early 1991
and horses could be racing by the fall of Senate Bill 2785, sponsored by Sen. Rob1992, said Don Galloway, GERA's execu- crt Presley (D-Ri vcrsidc). The Senate
tive vice president and genera l manager of Ways Means Commincc unanimously ap·
the project. Galloway, who is also execu- proved the bill on Aug. 15. At press urnc,
tive vice president of Los Alamitos Race boLh houses of the legislature were expect·
ed 10 pass the bill.
Track, would operate the new facility
The bill was sponsored by lhe County of
He said GERA plans to donate lhc prop·
crty to the county. The county would, in Riverside, lhe GERA and the Horsemen's
return, grant GERA a 55-year lease wilh an Quaner Horse Racing Association. The
option for an additional 55 years. The HQHRA, whose membersh1p is almost
county would also help expedite the permit identical 10 the GERA, w11l actually manage the race meets. The lcgislauon would
process.
Financial details arc still being worked provide the new track operators the nght to
out, developers said. Under the terms of apply for necessary weeks of racmg at the
one proposal, the GERA would float reve- proposed Riverside track.
Assembly Bill 3526, sponsored by Asnue bonds through a bonding company.
The bonding company would then loan de· semblyman Steve CluLc (D·Rivers1dc),
velopers construction funds based on future would aULhoriLc a poruon or the bctung
handle to be used by developers to pay off
betting handles expected at the track.
Riverside County Supervisor Melba debt incurred in the construction of the
Dunlap who favors the track, saad that the track. That bill was also e.,pcctcd 10 be np·
county board of supervisors has approved proved by the lcgislnturc and sent to the
the facility in concept. She said the board governor.
Developers of the proposed track include
will probably review the land-usc proposal
several owners and operators of race tracks
in early spring, 1991 .
Dunlap said that county will not be li- lhroughout the country. GERA members

Maglev Ignites Inter-City Battle

Page 19

Cont. From Page 1
Independent and hard-working , Tiina
Ross has started mortgage brokerage
firms in Orange and San Bernardino
counties. Her business philosophy is
"Do your job." In this interview, Ross
explains how she made it and gives her
analysis of the local real estate market.

Bob Chesney, host of the popular teleFEATURES
vision show "Window on Wall Street,"
says there are specific proven steps
Page 9
you can take to increase your sales and Newsmakers
decrease your costs. He compiled this
Pro/Con: The Big Green
information after interviewing more
Initiative
Page 18
than 5000 top executives on his long·
running program.
Commentary : Steve PonTell On
The Need for the Inland Empire
SBA LENDING
Economic Council
Page 19
SBA Lending Could He lp
America Compete
Globally
Page 11
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Horse Track Plans Forging Ahead; Opposition Organizing
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Office Park Guide

Page 21

People, Places &
Things

Page 23

Beefing up small business administraTravel
lion loans could be one solution to
competing with the Japanese, argues
Answers
Prof. Rudy Estrada, former local direc·
tor of the SBA. However, upcoming
Forecasts
changes in banking laws could place
higher demand on the agency's limited

Page 24
Page 26
Page 30
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Quarterhorse and harness ractng could be a fact of life in \Vesr Rtverside County by 1992, 1[
df:llclopers of a planned track have rhctr way.

L-__..:.:...:..._

Edward Allred, R.D. Hubbard, Lloyd Ar·
nold and Chris Sardis own Los Alamitos
Race Course in Cypress. Allred and Hubbard togelher own Ru1doso Downs in New
Mexico. Hubbard also owns lhe Woodlands
Race Track in Kansas Cay.
Allred, a Long Brach phySICian, IS president of both the GERA and the HQHRA.
Other GERA pnncipals in add1110n to
Galloway arc Marvin "Bud" Reynolds and
James S. Smith, who arc both also members of the HQHRA.

Could Hurt Wagering
Officials of the auonal Orange Show 111
San Bemardmo and the R1vcrsldC County
Farmers Fair near Lake Perris have expressed concern that the proposed track
could hurt their satellite wagenng operations.

Galloway commented lhat having live
racing in Riverside County would actually
increase satelhtc wagering in the area.
Galloway explamed that lhe site was
p1cked "so as to be far enough from Santa
Amta, Hollywood Park and Del Mar so as
not to impose on lhcm." It would prov1dc
a major sports acuvity center tn an area
where one does not now ex 1st, he said.
The name for lhc track has not been selected, but developers arc cons1dcnng such
possibilities as "Riverside Downs," Galloway said.
Galloway added that the Riverside track
would be the local home for quancrhorse
racmg, while Los AlamitoS would serve as
headquancrs for harness rae mg.

land and so fonh. "
According to various sources, who have followed the
Maglev process, Bechtel has on several occasions, made
oblique references to how cities wishing a Maglev stop
would have to help pay for it.

Coughing Up The Dough
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Cont. From Page 3
Taylor, exec utive director of the Superspeed Train Commission.
Not surprisingly, Ontario officials said
the study is biased.
"Consultants can generate different figures depending on whose paying the bill,"
said Dale IGng, who is perhaps Ontario's
most knowledgeable figure on the Maglev
issue.
King, who worked as a civil engineer for
30 years before retiring recen tly, was appointed last year as chairman of the city's
Maglev Station Committee, by Ontario's
Mayor Howard Snyder. The group has been
drafting recommendations as to how the
city can attract a Maglev slOp.
Probably the mai n suggestion, spe lled
out in a series of reports produced by the
com mi ttee, said King, is the city's dras tic
need to beef up its engineering staff.
King said that while Ontario has a city
and traffic engineer, it has no similar staff
person, who could deal with the Maglev
and other major transportation issues.
The city is now conducting an interview
process to hire suc h a staff person, King
said, but that will take time.
Meanwhile, Ontario -- and San Bernardino -- lag behind Riverside County greatly
in tenns of professional staff to deal with
sophisticated transportation issues such as
the Maglev, King said.
Rivers ide County has its own transportation commission. San Bernardino, howev-

cr, has only SA BAG, a group made up of see a Maglev train serving Rtverstde com- for a Maglev stop known.
For example, Michael Digirolamo, gencity councllmembers and county supervts- muters and relieving the heavily congested
91 Freeway. But Reagan satd hts first con- eral manager for the OntariO International
ors -- but no professtonal staff, King satd.
King said he feels pro fessional staff is cern was not so much to secure the Maglev Ai rport, says he doesn 't wan t the Maglev
needed if Ontario is to prove it is the right as to provide al ternative transporta tion to to come through that city a t all. He fears it
would only bring thousands of Orange
harried Inland Empire commuters.
location for a Maglev stop.
Reagan said he wo uld be hesitan t to cede Coun tians to his a irport. He s aid they
He said that the very design of the Maglev makes Ontario the logical choice. The Bechtel the ri ght-of-way thro ugh Santa should be using Jo hn Wayne Airport insuper-speed train is simply not best suited Ana Canyon, without being assured of s~.
Rather, "We want it to go thro ugh Palmcommuter ser vice. He said his agency is
to be a commuter carrier, he said.
Echoing long-held views of Ontario offi- currently negotiating with Santa Fe Rail- dale," Digirolamo said o f the Maglev. The
cials, King said Ontario could serve as a road regarding the possibility of providing airport manager said he would personally
solid transportation hub -- a port of entry comm uter service along the 9 1 F reeway, like to see the super-speed train g o from
Anaheim, up through Los Angeles Internainto the state of California. The Maglev which winds through the canyon.
The Ma glev, meanwhile, would take up tional Airport and out to Pa lmdale .
could hook O ntario Airport to Oran ge
Digirolamo works for the Department of
Co un ty, Las Vegas and points beyond. space, Reagan said. And if the Maglev
Like other proponents of the Maglev, Ktng could not provide the kind of commuter Airports, which, tn addiuon to operating
sees a a string of super-speed train tracks service that Riverside needs, then that Ontario's facility, also operates LAX as
connecting transportation hubs throughout space could better be used by nonnal-speed well as Palmdale's airport.
And Palm Sprtngs officials favor a Coltrains riding the Santa Fe railway, he addthe country.
ton stop, which would have a spur out to
Mea nwhile, Riverside, which tS actually ed
Additionally, Reagan said hts agency Ini- the desert city.
looking for a commuter transportation,
"You have to go where there are the
cou ld do just as well with slower trains tially suggested Bechtel build the Maglev
than the Maglev, such as those being pro- a long a third alternative route proposed tn greatest number of riders," said Rolfe G.
duced in Japan, Ktng said. Even regular- the SCAG study. That route would take Amhym, Palm Spnngs' representative on
speed trains might serve Riverside just as the Maglev line from Anaheim, up along the Super Speed T ram Commtsston. "And
the 57 Freeway, then parallel to the 60 and Colton is that. "
well as a Maglev, he said.
Arnhy m reasoned Ontario could a lso
Surprisingly, Jack Reagan, executive di- up the 1-15 into Ontario.
That alternative line then, would never eventually get a spur from the Colton
rector of the Riverstde County Transportapass through Colton and Riverside. Con- stop.
tion Commission agrees.
Bechte l plans to choose a site within a
"I want these guys [Bechtel)to serve our ceivably, had that route been chosen by
commuters and if these guys don't serve Bechtel, there may never have been a need year-and-a-half, the company's vice presiour comm uters, I don't give a dam," said for a battle between the ctties to secure the dent, Koenig said. Koenig sa id once the
Reagan, who is known to others involved Maglev slOp. Bechtel, however, did not in- cons ultant is chosen, the com pany will
start conducting a study. However, no spein the Maglev issue as one who does not c lude such a route proposal in its plans.
cific time for the start of the study has
mince words.
been set, he said.
"I have no in terest in a s uper-speed train Sides Forming
Koenig said Bechtel has made no decithat s huttles tourists from casinos to DisMeanwhile, the vanous parties are sion yet on where the stop might be.
neyland," he said.
Certainly, Reagan said, he wou ld like to choosing sides, making their preferences
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"Like most government officials today, I
am deeply concerned about these types of
government could make managing growth b1ll ," he said. "AB4242 represents substantial changes in our regional governmuch easier.
Under Brown's proposed lcgislauon, the ment structure and I cannot support
counucs of Riverside, San Bernardino, Los it."
Accord ing to Walker, most officials at
Angeles, Impenal, Orange and Ventura
would be governed by a reg1onal, regulato- the local level would also have difficulty
ry agency. This agency, along with the supporung such leg1slation.
"One of the problems IS, there is a lot of
other six proposed in the state, would be
overlap and local government boundar1es
governed by a state-wide board.
The state governing board would consist have some systematic flaws," he said.
of 11 members: six who would be elected "This type of bill brings up all the negaby the general public and five who would tive aspects of regional government and
be appointed--including two county board only points toward a 'lose-lose' situation."
The San Bernardino Local Agency Forof supervisors representatives, two city
council members and one special district mation Commission (LAFCO) is one of
several bodies that have not taken a formal
director.
position on Brown's bill. However, Executive Director James Roddy views it with
AQMD Targeted
concern.
"Creating this type of regional agency
Existing state bodies, which would be affected by this bill, include 20 air pollution would only be appropriate if it dealt with
management agencies, 27 transportation regional issues that affect a larger popula-

Cont. From Page 1
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Paul Vargas, spokesman, Air Quality
Management District

plann1ng commiSSions, 32 local agency uon, rather than tryi ng to govern the types
formauon comm1ss1ons and seven water ol 1ssucs our comm1sston currenlly faces,"
qual1ty control boards. One of the major Roddy said.
"It appears that the decision-making
agenc1es targeted for consolidation by
AB4242, is the South Coast Au Quality body, under th1s ty pe of regionalism,
Management District (AQMD).
would create too much confusion and be
Gene Fisher, AQMD intergovernmental too far removed for communities requiring
affairs officer, said the district's board of di- their services," Roddy continued. "It might
rectors supports the concept of a regional be difficult to maintain equal representaapproach to government. However, the tion."
board has not taken a position on the speAlthough several other agencies designatcific details of Brown's proposed legisla- ed for consolidation under the bill have not
taken a formal position on AB4242, they
uon, she said.
"The board of the AQMD hasn't ex- have indicated support of its basic conpressed any concern about creating a higher cepts. The Riverside County Transportalevel of regional authority and doesn't fore- tion Commission favors a "comprehensive
see a weakening of our air quality efforts if regional planning process inaegrating landuse and growth with air quality and transthe bill is enacted, • Fischer said.
Paul Vargas, a spokesperson for the pub- portation planning."
lic affairs office of the AQMD, added,
"lbere are many problems that most cities MWD Sympathetic
cannot address on a local level, primarily
those that transcend local government
Similarly, officials of the Metropolitan
boundaries.•
Water District (MWD), which governs the
water resow-ces for six Southern California
Mixed Reaction
counties, said they see the need for regional
management. " As a regional agency, we're
Although AB4242 is only one of several sympathetic with the basic intent of coordibills recently proposed on regional plan- nating planning efforts on a broader, rening, Wilbur Babb, a Brown assistant, said gional basis," said Don Adams, director of
it is merely a "blueprint for the most part. • resources for MWD. "However, the conIf enacted, however, one singular agency cept of regional planning, as it exists towould have complele control over regional day, could use improvement in facilitating
issues in its dcsignaled I:Joundmes, be said. beuet coordination among the regulating
Brown's popoeed bill bas ..,.mt mixed bodies,. be said.
Most analysts agree lhat Brown's growth
aea:lions. San Bernardino County Supc:rvi.ar LMry Walker views AB42.42 widl maaacement bill faces IIUIDC:roUS bunllea
IIICI moadls ol ""CQ1iMioas
lkpeicilal.

By Tom Merle. vice president. The Ontario The Ontario Center al l had one central ucauon, prestigious neighborhoods arc critCenJer
theme, answering the question: "What docs ICal mgred1ents in the decision to establish
a s1gn1ficant office operation.
Ontario have to offer?"
t was not that many years ago that
Positioning the greater Ontario market to compete as a viable
the term "marketing plan" was almost unheard of when it came to alternati ve f or offic e space is as important, if not more so, as
leasing a commercial project. Most office
extolling th e advantages of our specific development. Th e
building developers would hire a broker,
early marketing eff orts fo r Th e Ontario Center all had one
hang a giant "For Lease" s1gn off the top
central theme, answering th e question : " What does Ontario
of the building, pnnt up a one-sheet Oyer
ha ve to offer?"
and go fishing. Those days arc gone.
Over the past few years, the marketing of
commercial space has become much more
Industry and trade groups play a key role
Our challenge IS to persuade corporate exsophisticated. Where res1denual builders
have always rccogniLcd the Importance of ccuuves and brokers outside the Inland Em- 10 gcttmg this message out. The In land
marketing tools such as 1dcnuty, logo, im- pire that this area possesses not only af- Emp1re West conferences have been very
age, extensive advcrtis10g, model homes fordable hous1ng, but the other elements successful 1n attracung attenuon to the
and shck brochures, s1m llar tools now reg- that make up an appeal10g hfestyle. Access area, and lEW now has 10formation k10 ks
ularly play a key part to recreation, good med1cal care, quality cd- 10 the SIX member c1ues. ext year, one
in marketing commercial buildings as
well.
And, while a small
developer with one
off1ce building to
lease may sti ll rely
on a banner and
broker to do the job,
Tom Merle
most of the majors,
who concentrate on
large commercial , industrial and mixed-usc space, go well beyond those basics to attract new tenants.
Marketing is, essential ly, packaging.
The matenals and techmques used must not
only inform, they must convmce the potential buyer to choose your product over
another. The tougher financ1al environment, coupled with the currcm glut of office space necessitate even more aggrc~s1ve
merchant.hsmg.
Usmg Chevron Land and Development,
as a case in point, The Ontano Center uses
a m1x of approaches, including image advcrusing incorporating distinctive logo and
colors; a markcung room w11h an audiOVISual presentation; a mulu-page brochure
with a fold-out master-pian; a four-color
periodic ncwslcuer that serves as both a direct-mail piece and as a supplement to keep
the brochure up-to-date; public relations activities such as news stories, groundbreaking and involvement in community
organizations; and, special events geared to
the brokerage community, to keep them
abreast of activity at the center.

I
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Marketing Commercial Space in the Inland Empire
Is Tougher Today

AB4242: Faces Opposition

"There are many problems that most cities
cannot address on a local level, primarily
those that transcend local government
boundaries."
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Best, Best [J Krieger
Inland Southern Calf forn ia·s largest
law finn. has more than 90 lawyers i n
four office;,.

Ontllrlo QJ]Ice;
800 North ttavtfl AW'nlJ('
SuHc 120

Ont•no. Califomla 91764
(714 19f09.85114

The fi rm p rovides highest q uali ty
legal services in the areas of
• Business Law
• Litigation
• Governmental. Resources and
Environmen tal Law

• SALES • SERVICE • REPAIR
•LEASING • RENTALS
• ACTIVATIONS

L.A.~
Cellular

Cellular Phones

L.,. Angeleo Cellulw T~ ~y

@~@a@{J@{l

1410 E. Foothill Blvd. Upland Ste. M

LANiER
Formerly HarriS/3M

NEC

XEROX

3M

COPIERS & FAX
Sales • Service • Supplies
Serving The Inland Empire
Since 1957
• San Bernardino
• Riverside
• Palm Desert

Burtronlcs

BJ.1SU1eSS svstems

216 So. Arrowhead Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92402
Toll Free

714-885-7576

800-523-0822

Proper Packaging

S

ince we are a large mixed-usc development, packaging also extends
to the office park itself. This means reducing the price of our land to the extent necessary to include day-care and health-club
facilities, and ensuring that the land-sales
program provides for such amenities as
housing, a hotel, retail facilities, restaurants and movie theaters. More front-end
mvestment is earmarked for landscaping to
mcrease curb appeal. And considerable effon goes into the design and construction
of a consistent sign program that will
communicate the developer's commitment
to quality.
Positioning the greater Ontario market to
compete as a viable alternative for office
space is as important, if not more so, as
extolling the advantages of our specific development. The early marketing efforts for

Inland Empire opportunity conference and
expo will be held with tracks or sec tions
organized to showcase each sub-region.
The Inland Emp1re Econom1c Council has
grown to be an effccuvc advocate and 10formation clearinghouse, while the Inland
Empire Chapter of NA IOP's bus tours and
d1nner meeungs have helped to stim ulate
and focus broker Interest. The OntariO Center IS an acuve part1c1pant 10 these acuviuc and has often been a maJOr sponsor or
undcrwnter of conferences, events and organ iLations.
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Supreme Court Case Could Affect
Inland Empire Development
By Timothy A. Tosta

The California Supreme Court is currently reviewing a case which, if a lower court
ruling is upheld, will severely impede development throughout the entire state. Areas, such as the Inland Empire, will be hit
the hardesL

ANALYSIS

social, cconom1c, or environmental deficiencies with the alternative. An
"alternative" site which can never be implemented does not serve as an alternative at
all.
Under the lower coun ruling, cities and
counties may need to hire larger planning
staffs to effectively judge the feasibility of
an alternative for proposed projects. This
ruling could also mean that every time a
local government makes a substantial land
use decision, it must revise its general and
coastal plans.

The lower court ruling has, in essence,
rewritten the state's environmental and
planning laws by requiring planning agencies to consider alternative sites for a proTimothy A. Tosta, attorney for Hya11
posed development project, even if those
sites do not meet the basic objective of the Corporation, is partner of Baker & McKenproject, are in another city, do not comply zie in San Francisco and founder of the
with local general or coastal plans or arc firm's Land aruJ. Resource Group.
not even owned by the project sponsor.
Projects, such as Canyon Springs, a retail shoppmg center planned for a prime
locauon m the clly of R1vers1de, and the
relocation of some Lockheed fac1 lit1es
from Burbank to a site outs1dc Moreno
Valley, could be 1mpeded or thwarted under
the ruling.
The case began a decade ago, when the
Hyatt Corp. proposed construction of a
Projects, such as
Canyon Springs,
a retail shopping
center planned for
a prime location
in the city of
Riverside, and the
relocation of
some l.ockhced
ltmo:l.\ I tu
facilities from
HurbanJ.. to a site outside ,\IorellO
'-alley, could be impeded or
thwarted under the ruling
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Riverside Approves 105-Acre Development

S&\ loons up to $1,000,000. Thrms of 7 to 25

years.

Iii WORKING CAPITAL
~ EflV IPME N T P V RCHA.SES

B DEBT RESTRV CTV RING
~ OWNERIVSER COMMERCLU
REAL ESTATE P V RCHA.SES

(714)·884·9818
CoMMITTED TO Sl 'PERIOR SERVICE

Li6ertg National Banlr

Developers sa1d 1hcy worked for more
The R1vers1de c1ty council recently approved the spcc1fic plan for the develop- than a year wnh cny staff developing the
ment of a I 05-acre business park, called spcc1fic plan for Nonhgate Busmess Ccn!Cr.
onhgatc Busmess
LaSalle has ofCenter.
fices m Los AnThe planned 105geles, cw York ,
acrc-center IS part of
Washmgton D.C.
a larger prOJCCt,
and 30 add111onal
wh1ch will eventualU.S. cllics. The
ly stretch over 350
f1rm manages
acres, called Hunter
more than S8.5
Park. The City
billion in real
Cou nci l approved
estate assets and
the overall plan for
has completed
Hunter Park in
more than S8 bil1987.
lion in real estate
The project is a
"oint venture beNorthgat• Busrnus C•ntu, which was ru•nJiy
transactions for
tween LaSalle Partapprav.d, u part af a 350· acn d•v.lopment
such clients as
Amoco Corp.,
ners Limited, a Chicago-based real estate service firm and Coca-Cola, Ernst & Young, Ford Motor
AmProp Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary Co., Hewleu-Packard, Manufactures Hanoof Amoco Corp. AmProp, formed in ver and 3M.
1988, is also based in Chicago.

San Antonio Community

Meeting Your
Expectations!

King Room, Meeting Room in our Executive
Conference Center• . continuous coffee breaks,
lunch. basic audio·visual.

Hospital Opens Clinic

San Antionio Community Hospital has opened a clinic in Rancho Cucamonga. The
clinic, called Rancho San Antionio Medical Campus, was built by Integrated Medical
Campus, Inc. (JMC), a Denver-based ambulatory health care consulung and development company.
lMC officials said research revealed a shortage of primary care physicians in the
area, which has one of the lowest hospital inpatient bed utilization rates in the United
States.
The new clinic, which opened in late June, has no inpatient beds, wh1ch helped
keep building costs low, developers said. Doctors work in the clinic's 46,000-squarefoot office building. Ambulatory diagnostic and therapeutic services are located in an
adjacent, but attached, 26,000-square-foot building.

•

•

•

·Based on 6 or more g~t rooms. Each addltlonal
atkndee nol staying 1he night will be •40/ person.

400-room ocean-from reson on a parcel of
coastal land m Goleta, just north of Santa
Barbara. In return, Hyatt promised to protect the Site's ecosystem, provide S2 million for traffic-related improvements and
open a much-needed public beach. Eleven
years and more than $7 million later,
Hyatt has yet to break ground. Fony-seven
public hearings, more than 1000 pages of
ElRs and an ex.haustJve study of eight onsite and off-site alternatives have not satisfied the Citizens of Goleta Valley (CGV),
who oppose the project.
Agamst th1s background, the Court of
Appeal has held that Hyatt and the county
must go back and cons1der even more altcrnauvc sites for the prOJeCt. It failed, however, to offer any gu1dance on how local
agencies should dec1de wh1ch further snes
should be reviewed, ehmmaung all possible factors on wh1ch agenc1es could rely in
determining the reasonableness of alternative SiteS for inclusion m an EIR.
By insisting that local agencies reexamine their local general and coastal plans
with each permit application, the Court of
Appeal completely eroded a general plan's
statutory function of ensuring that future
development is consistent with legislative
policies, thus eradicating its role as a planning consutution.
This ruling forces local governments to
spend time and money to study every possible s1te even if an alternative site is not
owned by the prOJCCt applicant, even if the
local general plan calls for other land uses

Rancon Financial Corp. has hired Ernest
B. Rcmo to head its Insutuuonal Inveslment D1v1S10n, Ronald E. Douglas, preSIdent and chief cxecu uvc ofrlcer, sa1d.
Rancon, a lcadmg real estate secuntics
sponsor for more than two decades, IS
presently ex.pandmg its financ1al acuv1Ues
into the insutuuonal market, according to
Douglas.
An institutional investment specialist,
Remo comes to Rancon wllh more than
25 years ex.penence in the 10vestment mdustry.
"Mr. Remo will be responsible for our
firm's direct placement of institutional and
pension joint venture capital," Douglas
said.
Formerly based in New York, Remo
was with Oppenheimer & Co., Nikko Securities Inc. , and was manager of U.S.
Equities for McCloud, Young, Weir Inc.
On the west coast, he was with Montgomery Securities in San Francisco.

~u~cess never comes ea..,ily It takes year'> of hard work, ins1ght and a personal
dedK.-auon to excellence.
.
, At.;m:~i~Jn Airl.in~~. w~ ~hare that ~edication. And work.hardto make flying
a..'> ha..'>sle~free a..'> fX>'i.'>l.h le. That'> why bu'>mes.'> travelers around the world depend
on ru:nencan for CO':-'>l.,ten.tl~igh-quality service whenever tht.')' fly
fo14ether ~en~:an Airlmes and Amencan Eagle serve nearlv 2')0 destinations
worl<..lw1de. So 1f you re goi.ng pl~ce.'> in business, let Amerk.-an take you there. Call
your Travel Agent or Amencan Airlmes
Jt <ROO) ·~33-~300 about your next tnp.
VO<:r~<Jn l.!l(k• "• r<w'•~«"\.1 '''r.'" m.nk ·~ Ano<·n·•n
5ornethzrzg
· SJX't-UM
·~·--' · tJ.
.~
.-\orlux" l m Jnd ".•.nwro<JO' r"RI<•l.ll Jorlolll' J.'"I<IJic:
l1l 'Je au.

AmericanAi•r1•lleS

furthe~~.~d~wifthcreareobvmus ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ernul B. ReJM

Per person/ per night
(single occupancy)
Based on aViiHOiblllty.

QARIQN HarEL
2200 East Holt Boulevard • Ontario, California

714·986•8811

N EWSMAKERS

•
Ross Joins Lee &
Associate as Partner

Insti t utional Specialist
Join Rancon

J

$119

Bruce Roth has JOined the R1vers1dc
office of Lee & As octates Commerc1al
Real Estate Serv1ces as a panner, heading up the retail d1v1S10n. Roth comes
to Lee & Assocmtcs with 15 years of retail and mvestment brokerage cxpcncnce.

Former Indio Planning
Official Joins JFD Staff

BB&K Names New Par tners
Best, Best & Krieger announced that Victor L. Wolf, Daniel E. Olivier, Daniel J.
McHugh, Howard B. Golds and Stephen P. Deitsch have become partners effective July
1, 1990.
Victor L. Wolf received his B.A. from Stanford University, and his J.D. from Hastings
College o.f Law. ~· ~olf joined BB&K in 1983 and is a member of the litigation department 10 the R1vers1de office. Daniel E. Olivier received his A.B., cum laude, from
the. Uni~ersity of California, Berkeley, and his J.D. from McGeorge School of Law,
Umvers1ty of the Pacific. Mr. Olivier joined BB&K in 1983 and practices real esta~ and
redevelopment law in the Palm Springs office.
Daniel J. McHugh received his B.S. from Rutgers University, and his J.D. from
McGeorge School of Law, University of the Pacific. Mr. McHugh JOined BB&K 10
1983 and pracuces in the area of public law and land use 10 the Riverside office.
Howard B. Golds rece1ved his B.A. from UC R1verside, and his J.D. from the Univer~ity .of Southern California. Mr. Golds joined BB&K in 1985 and is a member of the litlgauon department in the Riverside office.
Stephen P. Dei~ch ~eceived his B.A., cum laude, from Brandeis Umversity, and his
J.D. from thcymverstty of ~cnnsylvania Law School. Prior to joining BB&K in June
1~89, Mr. Dc1tsch was assoc1ated with Hawkins, Delafield & Wood in Woodland Hills.
H1s areas of ~ractice include r~evelopment, municipal, land use and zoning, environmental, pubbc finance and emment domain, and he is special redevelopment qency
counsel for the cities of Arcadia n Fonlana.

Susan W 1lllams, formerly principal
planner for the city of Indio, has recently
joined J.F. Davidson Associates, Inc. in
Palm Desert as a supervising planner. In
her new position, Williams will serve as a
project manager in the fJITO's Palm Desen
regional office.
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Sell More With Less: How an Effective Marketing Program
Will Result in More Sales at Less Cost
By Bob CMsfll!y

nated by the perceptions of salespeople to- they have to do to achieve that success,
day. Jaire Shocket told me, "I've found they decide they don't want it that bad after
"You can't go in the front door any- the sales forces of today are shon-distance all.
more, there are 12 people trying to get in. runners. Willie Loman was a long distance
How often we've heard the lament from
You need the competitive edge", says
Jaire Shocket, director of sales and marketHow often we've heard the lament from
ing for Access West, a leading supplier of business owners and executives: "They just don't make salestele-management services in Southern
people like they used to anymore." Though some people miss
California.
the Willie Loman type, others argue that several of the new
Tom Pratt, Sales Manager of Yale Vidbreed of salespeople are sharper in their craft, particularly
eo adds, "Think of your three toughest
those who use the modern tools of technology: cellular telecompetitors. If they were able to triple the
amount of prospects they could handle,
phones, FAX machines, laptop computers, sales automation
what would be your ability to compete
programs and video marketing presentations.
with them?"
Interesting thoughts from two sales
professionals faced with the challenge of runner, he rolled with the punches. Today, business owners and executives: "They just
selling in California's global marketplace.
there are people who say they want to be don't make salespeople like they used to
What's the answer? One approach is to successful, but when they find out what anymore." Though some people miss the
use modem tools of technology to cut
down on rising costs.
"I think one day we will have a computer that will do almost everything except
go face-to-face with a prospect and talk on
the telephone", said Ron Mock, President
of FOR SALES, a top supplier of sales
automation systems headquanered in Huntington Beach.
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The SBA: Key To Competing Globally

Willie Loman type, others argue that several of the new breed of salespeople are
sharper in their craft, particularly those
who use the modem tools of technolog y:
cellular telephones, FAX machines, laptop
compuu:rs, sales automation programs and
video marke ting presentations to mention
j ust a few.
In future articles, we'll examine specific case studies on how these and other
tools of modem technology helped companies to "Sell More With Less".

Robert CMsfll!y is executive producer of
"Window on Wall Strut," t~ nation's second-longest running business program on
television.

The SBA-Budget Money Well Spent
by Rudolph Estrada
In view of the burgeoning demands placed on our nation's overdrawn budget, are we really in need of another
federally supported program called the U.S. S mall Business Adminis tration? T he overwh elming consensus
among the banking and
~~~~~~~~~= small business
world
AN A LYSIS
speaks loud and c lear to
this question ... Absolutely.
It has become increasingly clear that the SBA may be one
of the only federal agencies which actually s uppons itself.
When we take into consideration the suppon that the SBA
provides to the small business communities of this country in the form of guaranteed loans and a myriad of suppon services (ie. contract procurement, management assistance, etc.), then analyze the return these s mall businesses
provide our economy, all speculation relati ve to the
wonhiness of the SBA becomes moot. We already know
that small business remains the largest e mployer in the

The SBA's outlook for the early nineties is undergoing,
what some may consider a proverbial metamorphose. Under President Bush and his administration, and a critically
supponive Congress, both bodies have demonstrated the
impressive foresight to see how tru ly valuable the SBA
has been to the small business communities throughout
our nation. To this end, budget dollars have been restored
to new levels and a cautiously optimistic outlook is forecasted.
The true test of how the SBA will fare with budgetary
allotments in the future will begin to make themselves
apparent when two major fac tors play themselves ouL The
first is the new pressures that will moun t as some futurists in the banking community predict higher interests
rates and a tightening of credit, thus forcing lenders to provide longer term capital to their borrowing clients; and
second, the demand being made by bank regulatory agencies making it mandatory for banking organizations to
make public their lending responsibilities under the Community Reinvestment Act (CRA). Both of these recent
mandates are forci ng more lenders to seek the services of
the SBA, obviously, placing
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nation with equal contribution of tax dollars going toward cy's lim ited resources.
o ur national operating budgeL
Rudolph Estrada is president
SBA may become one of America's and chief executive officer of
the Summit Group, a manageanswers in competing with the Jap- ment
and investment banking
anese.
firm that provides "turn-key"
management of SBA profit cenIn auesung to the mvaluablc financing assistance the ters for the banking industry
SBA provides, Peter Spcnuzza, President of lmpcnal Man- and as well as investment bankufacturing Co., a manufacturer of premiUm qua Illy restau- ing. lie was also the former
rant cooking appliances, stan ed his company nine years district director of the Small
ago with a few employees in a small rented warehouse. He Business Administration and is
has g rown to become one of a few major manu facturers of on the faculty of the California
cooking eq uipment with primary customers such as, State Uni11ersity System as
McDonalds, El Polio Loco and o ther major restaurant professor (adjunct) of finance
chains. An SBA loan taken five years ago helped Spenuz- and management.
za acquire a new building and computerized equipment

:111111

FOR THE MOST
COMPLETE SERVICE-LOCATINGFINANCING AND DELIVERY OF
YOUR NEXT
LINCOLN-MERCURY CONTACT

VERONICA
REYNOSO
FLEET MANAGER
A DRIVE WORTH MAKING

WEST COVINA
LINCOLN MERCURY

1840 E. GARVEY AVE. SO.
W. COVINA

(818)

966-0681
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The SBA has recognized for some time now the need to provide
the small business community with assistance in export financing and has been campaigning to encourage companies to become more familiar with lending programs focusing on international trade and financing available from the agency.

"E11uybody sells something."

Since I was a kid, my dad drummed it
mto m y head that everybody in life sells
somethmg, be it a product, service, idea, or
themselves.
Red Motley, one of the tmmortal names
m sales once said, "Nothmg happens m
bustncss until somebody ~lis somcthmg."
Ho" true that ts, cspccta ll y today as we
e nter a realm of increased compcuuo n on a
global basts.
In hos ting the cable te levision show,
"Wmdow on Wall Street," over the last 12
years and tntcrvtewmg more than 5,000 of
the world's leading CEOs, I've learned a lot
about successful sellmg.
Obvtously every company of any size
needs to sell more. But why with less?
And what does "less" mean? With less
people? Less cost? Less travel? Less advertismg? Less time? Less effon?
The answer is yes to all of the above.
The idea for my cable television series
carne when I, as a business owner began
exarnming the nsing costs of making a
face-to-face sales call. According to
McGraw Hill, that cost ranges between
$225 and $350 depending on the complexity of the sale.
And if your firm is competing in the intcmallonal marketplace, add at least one
zero to those figures. Through interviews
with business executives over the years,
we discovered a number of companies
which consistently outperformed their
competition and we were fascinated with
their techniques and the1r attitude.
The biggest impediment to success is
the closed mind, negative thinking, the
"ya-but" philosophy and, in the worst of
cases, a "prove-it-to-me-f~rst" mind seL
Please understand, I'm not trymg to
sell you anything. If your company can afford to hire more people, spend more on
advertising and absorb greau:r travel costs,
that's wonderful. I've just not heard about
too many of those kinds of firms.
In inu:rviewing a number of successful
companies for the cable series I was fasci-
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AVAilABLE
SBAloans
up to $1,000,000

7-25 year term
• BusinessAcquisition
• Equipment Purchase
• Owner/User Commercial
RE. Purchase
• Working Capital

CaD Shauna Norregard

(800) 822-8257
Extension 2836

~-.£Mission Viejo
a.a National Bank
Member FDIC
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with athe
midseven
figure
price tag.and
Heconservative
now ships product
over
world. The
successful
growthall. - - - - - - - - - - of his company has raised the eyebrows of a few of the
Maintaining a corporate apartment in California is the ideal way to ease the transition of relocating
major international firms with the intent of acquiring
employees. Breuner's FREE Relocation Service will t1ke care of all the details!
Imperial into their ponfolio of successful small busi- • Apartments available in most California cities
• House keeping It maid service
nesses.
• Complete packages available including
• Transportation information
The SBA has recognized for some time now the need
furniture, houseware, linens, appliances,
• Area demographic It recreational information
to provide the small business community with assisutilities It more!
• Commercial office suites
tance in expon financing and has been campaigning to
encourage companies to become more familiar with
lending programs focusing on international trade and fiHOTEL ACCOMMODATIONS VS. CORPORATE APARTMENT
nancing available from the agency. As we are becoming
Hotel
more aware of the need to ship product abroad in order to
Accommodations
O;~i ly Cost
Monthly Cost
Corpoute Apartment
Daily Cost Monthly Cost
offset our trade imbalance it is companies such as ImpeSingle room
$6S- 125
$1950- 3750
1 Bedroom Apartment
$30- so
rial Manufacturing who in greater numbers will help to
S 900- ISOO
Meals
S2s- 3S
$ 7 SO- 1050
Groceries m;~y be reimbursed
200
bring parity to this dilemma with the assistance of the
Total Cost- 1 Month Stay
$2700- 4800
SBA.
Total Cost - 1 Month St;~y
$1100-1700

An Apple• Macintosh· computer can help you handle virtually any business
task, with efficiency and clarity. And Apple printers are designed to ensure that what
you get on paper looks as good as what's on your screen.
The Inland Empire Business Journal is
created on the Macintosh II cxn.o with Ready! Setl Goln.~
software and proofed on an Apple® LaserWriter lint...

Software Service & Computers
6667 Indiana Ave .
Riverside, CA. 92506

The future outlook for the SBA

(714) 787-4833

During the last admi nistration, the SBA was forced to
navigau: through treacherous budget cutting currents, in
fact, there was discussion and some auempts to dismantle the agency. Fonunately, the agency survtved, but not
before undergoing severe personnel reductions and rcappropriations of program dollars. This austere budget demand, therefore, forced the SBA to do considerably more
with considerably less. As in any operation, the agency
has through necessity, had to become more efficient and
has impressed the banking community with their ability
to keep up with the ever increasing demand by lenders
making more SBA loans.

So if looking your best on paper is as 1mportant to
you as being your best in business, see us soon for an Apple
pnnter demonstration
Jack Bridgman
Apple Product Manager

88011-0370

Br~uners will work with y~ur R~loc~ tion or Hum~n Resources DirKtor to usist with your comp01ny's reloc~tion needs.
For free mform~llon call 800-43 2- RENT (t oll free in Ca lifomi~) or (818) 964-7158

44 California Locations to Serve You!!
Northern California
•
•
•
•
•

Albany
Daly Clly
Fresno
HQYWOfd
Mounloln VIew

•Ooldond

•
•
•
•

Son Carlos
Son Fronclaco (2)
San Jo•
Son Roloel
Sonia ROIO
Sonlo Clara
Slocldon
Valejo
Watnul CIMI<

•
•

• Pleo8onl Hill
•
• llaneho COtdoYa •
• Sac~ (2) •

Breuners ~ .Anaheim So~~::~~:ood.andHII •

= : .._,

Relocation SeNices • ~~ever1y Huts
HOME AND OFFICE 8

80()..432-RENT
( toll free In Collfom1o)
( 81 8) 964-7158
(other states)

• llfentwood

•

NOI1h Ridge
• Palm Sp<lngs

• Clly oltncluti!V • Potodena
• Colla Me«> • Rlwfslde

NEVADA

:
• lang 11eac:t1
• los AngMt

• l.ol 'legal

~~

• Tanance
• TUIIIn
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SBA
FOCUS

from its current 1/2-acre site on Magnolia
Ave. in Riverside to a 4-acre facility on Jurupa Road, said Chuck Machado, owner of
the 14-year-old steel distributor.
Timothy Donovan, a San Bernardino
C.P.A., received a $146,000 loan from Caliber. He is currently in the process of
moving to an office condominium in Rancho Cucamonga.
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Key for Donovan, was the fact that the nancing options. A recent study ranked the
SBA does not require a down payment Inland Empire fifth in the nation in the
equalling 35 percent of the loan as do some number of new businesses slarled during
other lenders . "For small business people, 1989. The area ranked eighth in the nation
it can make the difference between being for new job growth in during that same
able to buy a new building or not," he year.

said.
In the Inland Empire, SBA loans will
continue to provide attractive and viable fi-

Joanna BrUIIO is vice president, manager
of Caliber Business Credit.

WANT AN OFFER YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO REFUSE?

SBA Loans Now
Considered Respectable,
Profitable
Small Business Administration loans
used to be considered the loans of last resort, sought by business individuals
whose credit needs were great, but whose
credit records were less than perfect.
Thanks to improved guidelines and procedures, the Small Business Administration has worked hard over the last few
years to change the beleaguered image of
the SBA loan. In fact, w1th the tightening
of belts of most fmanc1al institutions and
the recent S&L fiaSCo, SBA loans, in addition to being prudent investments for
panicipating financial institutions, are
now considered to be one of the most attractive and readily aaainable loans
around.
Losses on SBA loans at 3.1 percent
compare very respectably to the national
bank average loss on loans of 1.3 percent.
Considering that the SBA loses only 3.1
cents on every dollar loaned, that leaves
almost 97 cents to generate taxes and
jobs.

IF YOU ...

$2.4 Billion Lent
Last year, the SBA guaranteed loans in
excess of $2.4 billion across the country.
In the Inland Empire, the SBA expects
more than 200 businesses to receive more
than S64 million this year. According to
Sandy Sutton, assistant district director
for the Santa Ana District of the SBA, the
Inland Empire now accounts for the production of 40 percent of all SBA loans
generated in that district. These figures indicate a renewed and healthy regard for
SBA loans.
Why is an SBA loan such a good deal
for the businessman? For starters, the
funds can be used for many different business needs. Financing construction, refunding of a debt, and providing working
capital are all legitimate uses for SBA
funds, as is purchasing real estate, machinery, equipment and inventory.
Fums eligible for SBA loans must be
for-profit and must not be engaged in
lending, speculation, or opinion-molding
activities. Thus, the majority of businesses can qualify to apply.

$182,000 Loan Average
Expanded SBA loan limits have a1so resuited in a national average SBA loan
amount of $182,000. Most SBA loans are
typically less than S1 million. lbese generous limits can really provide small businesses with needed capital for their growth
and increased profitability.

1n the previous five months, Caliber
Business Credit in Ontario has made a total of four loans totaling more than $1.5

million and averaging $380,750 a piece.
The largest of the loans was for $675,000
and the smallest was for $146,000.
Corona Steel Co. received a loan from
Caliber Business Credit in May. The
company will use the money to relocate

Details? Sure. Simply Call 1-714-391-1015
Isn't This An Offer Really Too Good To Refuse?
(Ask your Godfather!)

r-------------------,

1

Make the switch and save up to $1000

I 0 Yes, my company would like to switch to AT&T PAOsm WATS
I 0 We'd like to learn about AT&T PRO WATS. Please have someone caH us.
0 Special -Both Book of Lists and subscription $34.95 (savings of $5)
I Narne
Title_ _ _ _ _ __
1
I Company_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'This cheerful gentleman is a
member of Kaiser Permanente. As
he has been for almost 40 years.
Because through those years,
we've provided him and ills
employer with consistently affordable rates. And a broad range of

health care benefits. Covering not
to find out how we can help your
just illness, but programs designed
company.
to help people stay well.
We ve stood for quality
No wonder 30,000 employers and value for nearly half a centwy
offer us. And millions of employees
Maybe that's why so many
have chosen us. Call (818)
···~~ of our members have known
405-3206 or 1 (800) 53 7-1671
11~ us since we were just a kid.

lilt

1Address._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I<AJSER PERMANENTE

1City

Good people. Good medicine.

State_ _ Zip
------

I Business Phone (____) ---------~---1
Or Call (714) 391·1015

L--- - - - - - --"L=....!-= --=-...-

- -

-

-

- -

-

- -

-

-

-----
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The 25 Leading California Automobile Insurance Companies
Company Name
Regional Address
City/State{Zip
Stat~ 'Fam Gro.p
3333 Hyland Ave.
Costa Mesa 92626
Farmers Insurance Group
2800 N. Farmers Drive
Santa Ana 92706

1

1989 Market
Share

1989 Direct
Premiums
Written

1989 Adjusted
Loss Ratio

1984-89
Average Adj.
Loss Ratio

lt~ger

15

$4

2,220,451

Russ Kitto
Regional Manager
(714) 835-8505

4

86

1,603,134

75 . 8

11.16

1,302,103

13.1

10.20

1,190,091

61.4

'·sa

768,0t0

n.s

lnterln Auto Club (AAA)
808 W. Second St.
San Bernardino
92406

Same

Same

Same

6

lOtll Cntury Ills. Group
6301 Oweasmoatll Ave.
Wwd'-ad BIDs 91367

S.%5

6U,lt8

7

Mercury General Corp.
1700 Iowa
Riverside
92517

3.58

417,723

64.7

8

USAA Grotap
l%41 Hanvd St.
Sacre•eato 9.581S
Crum & Forster Cos.
No Longer In Insurance
Business

3.18

37o,sn

u.s

1.5 s

180,554

66 . 7

1.48

l7Z,U3

1.42

165,119

64.5

t.4t

U4,131

64.1

1.18

137,319

79 . 7

93

1.17

136,536

62.5

so

0

1.04

121,213

74.0

79

0

1.00

117,055

60.6

44

1

.94

109,252

68.0

66

.u

105,691

64.5

58

()

.82

95' 128

63 . 1

51

0

Allstate IJIS\Jranc:e Groa-p
715 TOWA & Country Rd.
Orange 92668
California State Auto Ass.
P.O. Box 1860
San Francisco
94101
Iaterln Auto Club (AAA)

3
4

5

69l7 MagaoU• A\le.
lthenlcle

Prc>~re$SIVe

Cba:rtes :lrlartht "'
Rqlonal VIce President
(714) 661~0955
Brian Hill
President
(415) 565-2012

0

49

:By:ro.D W.odi:lnt

2

M•a•aerllt.hu·t~.l4.,

(714)

91506

Groli}l

Same

71
60

Same

-,.
..•

1

17570 Brooltburst St.
Fountain Valley
92.7~
Hartford Ins urance Group
1400 S. Montefino
Diamond Bar 91765
Gelco Corp. Group
10680 Treena St.
San Diego
92131
Aetna Life & Cas. Group
No Longer Doing Auto
Insurance
Fl:nm.aa's Faud Cos.
9444 8alboa Ave,
San Diego 92123
Ohio Casualty Group
6700 Indiana St. #200
Riverside
92506
Cololllfal Peaa Group
18201 Voa Karma.a ~!ft
Irvlae n715
Nationwide Group
919 N. E. 19th Ave.
Portland
97208

21

Traw•vka Corp. Groap

23

Prudential of America
21261 Burbank Blvd.
Woodland Hills
91365
Amertc:aa Fluaelal Groap
~ East Soatll Teaple

24

333 Soufla Alllta Drlve
Oraage 9Z"I

.,.,Wllll•uf'"'Milllc:k
Vtce Prnlde,nt
<!18) '"' 104--3700 .
Sherry Renzy
Manager
(714) 276-2200

62

N/ A

0

30

Chtu:k •· Clioltel
lUvtsloa Preshteat
(800} 1'7'h3030

59

Paul Rapp
District Manager
(619) 260-8177
WND
(114) 963-0900
Edward Krisak
General Manager
(7 14) 860-0542
Don Messmer
Regional VIce President
(619) 549-7755
N/A

Richard Morano
Exec:uthe
(800) 633-7007

Dave Bucy
Branch Manager
(714) 686-5911
WUU•m .. Broob
D1rettor of Oalms
.86;J~9050

{114}

lU

Dick Monroe
Vice President
(503) 238-4111

All4na Jotl•ll
:Resident MaDaJel' ·<
~714)

917"

22

,,

Regio)l.al

L"ert'

Uptaed

,.

. ~'l'L. _!ll·lJo6o

M.Wal Grollp
UU W. FootkW #145
Teledyne Group
No Longer In Insurance
Business

684•4250

James Celano
Manager/San Bernardino
(714) 381-2211

.,,, J~h'.'' J. Me.Jtr
$en1ci'r Vke Prnldent

11010 WIIUe R«k .Rd.
Raacllo Cor4.ova
'S67t
California Cas. lndemn.
1450 Frane Rd. #200
San Diego 92108
Safec:o I uunnc:e Co.

1'M*"pldn$"

Rqlonal VIce Pnsldent
(714) 1~1~1000 . ·'

13.74

2

Regional Executive
Title
Telephone

Inland Empire

Offices

.56

65,197

57 .s

34

•

.u
.44

0

51,762

74.2

St,013

53.4

89

0

25

.42

49,5 IS

89 . 8

J11e11 'tl'llpp
heslcleat

(114) ~

,31.1108

Julie Klppenhaw
Field Claims Office Mgr.
(818) 594-4200

NlA
114

0
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By Bill Franklin

of the development is projected to be
roughly five years to build.
Ano ther s im ilarly sized project, Eagle 9100. If the project site is annexed to the
In 1989, Corona was the fastest-growing Valley, is proposed for annexation to Coro- city, development may begin late in 1990
medium-sized ci ty in California, having na. The 3500-home development is located which would allow for first occupancies
doubled in size to 32 square miles and 10 the east of Corona, near the I -15 and 91 towards the end of 1991.
70,000 residents in 10 years. During that freeway interchange on approximately 1100
The project will have an interim sewer
treatment plant that will serve the initial
year, the city reviewed 4,100 single-family acres.
residential units, 2,500 multi-family units,
The developer of the Eagle Valley Project phases of the project. A pennanent sewer
1.5 million square feet of commercial de- is Eagle Valley Development Co. Eagle treatment will be constructed off site. The
velopment, and 4.5 million square feet of Valley Co. vice president, Dennis Bushore, off-site treatment plant is being designed
industrial space proposals. Approximately has indicated that Eagle Valley will begin to be expandable in the future to provide
$500 million of assessed valuation of pro- where Sierra Del Oro left off involving
capaci ty for future development and
jects were pcrmiued in 1989.
construction of a master·
growth of the Temeseal Valley
One of the developments has been the planned community with a
As always,
area, much of which is
Sierra Del Oro Specific Plan community va rie ty of housing
within the city of Coro8 ill Fran/din
for desirable
na's sphere of inlocated in the west end of the city. The types, schools, com1300-acre, 3300-unit project originally had munity and neighbor·
property,
Valley to the west. The concerns of the
fluence.
As always, for de- mines regard the proximity of residential
been proposed to have a 10-15 year build- hood parks, and a
there are competing
out. With the rapid growth occurring in the 20-acre commercial
si rabl e property, areas to existing and future mines and the
city, the Sierra Del Oro project has taken site, including a fire
interests. Some people in there arc competing long-tenn viability of their operations.
Corona's position, after working on the
.---------------~ and police substa- the area have already gone interests. Some pco·
tion.
pic in the area have matter for several years, is that the Eagle
The project will
on-record opposing the al ready gone on- Valley project is a natural, planned exte nbe surrounded by
record opposing the sion of the city. The project will become a
Eagle Valley
large open space areas
Eagle Valley develop- desirable and unique residential area. Corothat will preserve a
development.
ment. A reside nt group na's council members have given unaniridgeline as natural area
from the Home Gardens un- mous approval 10 the project.
separating the valley from the
incorporated area of Riverside
However, in late August, a Riverside
county and city areas to the west. Prelimi- County opposes the development because County repon recommended the project be
nary plans have been reviewed on the east· it will urbanize their southern boundary. denied or delayed for six months. The reem half which include further expansion An El CerriiO group from unincorporated pon stated that the area is not equipped to
of the residential, commercial, and com- Riverside County territory east of Corona, handle th.! additional traffice - about
munity land uses.
to the south and west of Eagle Valley, op- 40,000 car trips daily- that the project is
Access to Eagle Valley is primarily poses development because it would begin expected to generate.
from Cajalco Road to the south. Presently to make their propeny a county island .
the Cajalco Road corridor is under study Representatives from Mockingbird Canyon
for possible expansion of an expressway of Riverside County oppose development
which may ultimately provide an addition· because it begins urbanization of an area
al link between Riverside and Orange between Corona, Rive rside, Pe rris and
Bill Franklin has been a Corona city
counties. Development within Eagle Woodcrest.
councilman since 1984. From 1982 10
Valley is proposed to be phased over sev·
Other concerns have come from mining 1984. he was that city's planning co"unisen or eight years. The ultimate population opcrations located in the vicinity of Eagle sioner.

Apartment Homes ...
With The Accent On Home

DELMAR AT
MASTER-PLANNED
TERRA VISTA

.8l•li,O$
N/A

(800) 548-1648
S.P. Branhan
Branch Manager
818
713-2000
NIA = Not Applicab~ WND= Wo.Ud Not Disclose The statistical information in this list was compiled by A.M. Best Company. The A.M.Best Company, most widely known for its Best's
Ratings of insurance companies, is an independent information services and communications company focusing on the business of insurance. Located in Oldwick, N.J., the company com·
piles and analyzes insurance data and information to generate more than 50 publications and services. A.M. Best, Arnbest Road, Oldwick, N.J., 08858 (201) 439-2200
The information in the above list wu obtained from the companies lisled. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate as of pras time. While every effort is made to
ensure the eccuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometimes occur. Please send COTTections or addtions on company lett«head. to the Inland Empire Busi_ . Journal. 3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario, CA 91764. - Resean:hed by Stephen Tuck«

Salt L•ke City 84101 •
CNA Insurance Cos.
21800 Oxnard 9th Floor
Woodland Hills
91367
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Bird's Eye View of Corona's Eagle Valley

Ranked by 1989 Percentage Share of Market

Rank
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In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and more!
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages
with openers and washers/dryers.
From the San Bernardino Frwy (1-10), take
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right
on Foothill! mile to Milliken Ave. then left
1 block to Church St. Turn left again I block
to Elm Ave. then right to Del Mar.
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

(714) 980-RENT

LewiSTtiomes

t

SAH.........., PWWY 10
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The Art of the Deal
How The Koll Company
Assembled The FourParty Joint Venture for
Koll Corporate Center
Moreno Valley

tenuon on a 33-acrc Sttc owned by a limned partncrstup managed by Bcnneu Con olidated m the cny of Moreno Valley's Ccnterpointe Busmess Park.
T

he property was presented to us as a
site for development primarily as an
industrial
park. But as we studied Moreno
By Donald Koll, Chairman and Chief
Valley,
tts
115,000 population, its cooperEucutive Officer and Phil Belling, Vice
ative city government and its potential for
President Development
growth withm Riverside County, we saw
The Kol/ Company
something btggcr. We saw Orange County
n today's climate of increased com- of a relatively short Lime ago, and we deterpetition for commercial and industri- mined that there was potential for a mixedal real estate tenants and extreme reluctance use development mcluding office, hotel, reof many financial sources to underwrite tail and industrial facilities.
We discussed with Bennett Consolidated,
real estate projects, development of virtualwhich
initially wanted to sell the site, the
ly any new real estate venture is often chalconcept that the only way the mixed-use
lenging.
This difficulty is intensified if the project project we envisioned could be feasible in
to be developed is in an area in which the this newly emerging area was for the Bennett ftrm, as the property owner, to joint
market has not yet evolved.
Thus, the impending start of construc- venture with us.
The agreement negotiated with Bennett
tion of Koll Corporate Center Moreno Valley, a 33-acre, $40-million mixed-use com- allows the landowner to participate in the
mercial and industrial project in the city of greater potential of the property by selling
Moreno Valley, required all of the deal- the property and contributing part of the
land value to the project, thus retaining an
making abilities whtch The Koll Company
ownership interest. This aJlows us to aphas learned -- and earned -- during 28 years
proach a financial source with a partial
of real estate development, acquisition,
construction and management throughout equity commttrnent in hand. Bennett agreed
because of its confidence in The Koll Comthe West CoasL
Several years ago, The Koll Company pany's ability to perform and its ability to
made a commitment to become deeply in- create value for the property.

I

Befo re we made a commitment to Bennell, we met wtth the city of Moreno ValIcy to dctcrmmc its mtcrest in the prOJeCt
we pro posed. The city liked the concept of
addmg office, hotel and retail uses to a site
ongmally envisioned as primarily industnal. The c tty was especially interested in the
2,000 jobs which the project will create,
providmg additional employment opponumtics for city residents. And we, in tum,
were mtcrested in the city's cooperative approach to attracting new business firms to
the city.
Consequently, the city of Moreno Valley's Redevelopment Agency agreed to enter mto a public-private partnership to the
extent of providing roads and other public
improvements for the site and to expedite
the approval process.

0

Donald Ko/1

T herefore, even before we closed on
the property with Bennett, we were
already jointly processing with them the
required approvals-- a six-month-long proces~ -- using what Benneu had begun and
The Koll Company's knowledge of entitlements, and working closely with a city extremely interested in having a Koll Company development with its self-contained
business environment and unified architectural and landscaping theme.
Usmg our knowledge of the market and
contacts within the marketplace, we obtained early commitments from Carl
volved m the Inland Empire, and we have
Karcher Enterprises for a Carl's Jr. and
already developed and acqmred a number of
enneu understood what The Koll from Chevron, Inc. for a service stallon.
commerctal and mdustnal properties. One
Company could bring to a projec t Thts validated the sue's retail potential.
year ago, dunng our conunumg search for
and we were able to uuhze Bennc u's ex perNext came the key office butldmg tenant.
oror.=rtY, Cold~ e ll Banker focused o ur atusc dun ng th-: p rc-d~:,c l opm..:nt swg.:
We had known that The Kcuh Compan1cs

B

B

ecause of the intense competition
for this prime tenant, we negotiated
with The Keith Companies on a principalto-principal basis. The deal was structured
so that in return for an earl y pre-lease
commitment m the project's maJor office
building, Keith could have an interest in
the high-image, top-qua lny proJeCt and
could have room for expansio n as its own
space requirements grow. The ummg was
perfect in that the buildmg wtll be ready in
199 1 when Ke1th's c urren t lea~c e.wtres.
f'lca1t \cc Ko/1"' Pa ~e 31-

Auto Sales Slump Hits Inland Empire
usually f:~ced wnh paymg a premiUm for fmanc 1ng a new
car. Other priorities are pushing a maJOflly of CaliforniWith new car sales down an average of 8 percent nation- ans to wa1t to buy a new car, cspcc tally m light of the esally m the first stx months of 1990, and the second half umatcd 4 percent average pncc htkc forecasted for 1991.
lookmg nearly as bad, the retail automotive industry faces
J.D. Powers & Associates' 1989 Customer Satisfaction
one of its most difficult times. In 1950 roughly 46,000 Index s hows that, on average, Californians plan to keep
new car dealerships were thriving across the nation. By their new cars at least 4-1/2 years and their truck 5-1/2
the beginning of 1990,that number had dropped to rough- years. National averages indicate out-of-state owners rely 24,000. Last year alone, more than 300 dealerships place their cars six months sooner and their trucks a year
threw in the towel, the largest drop since 1982.
sooner than CaJifomians.
The National Automobile Dealers Associations in a recent report stated that in 1989, 24 percent of the nation's Tht Inland Empire Outlook
auto dealers lost money, while another 29 percent made
less than one percent profit, and 1990 could see many
What does this all add up to for new car dealers in the
more new car deakrs down for the counL
Inland Empire? Since 1988 the number of new car dealerships in Riverside and San Bernardino counties has grown
more than 12 percent to 158 dealerships, far outpacing
Salts 111 Callforlll4
California's average. Escalating real estate costs have
Even in California, where the automobile is king, 1990 driven many new franchise owners away from the more
looks almost as bad as it does for the rest of the nation. expensive metropolitan areas and to Riverside and San
The Los Angeles Times reported an overall loss of more Bernardino counties.
than 23 percent of California's new car dealerships over
Cheaper land has aJso attracted new residents from more
the last 10 years. Part of the reason new car sales are off, expensive metropolitan areas outside the Inland Empire.
even in California, is that the majority of California's new As the population grew, more business people saw the
residents have immigrated from very poor areas outside the opportunity for new ear dealerships in the Inland Empire.
state, making them unlikely candidates for new car pur- With the growth of the Asian manufacturers, and most automotive manufacturers' present tendency to allow franchases.
Another reason has to do with the spiraling cost of real chtses to Situate just about anywhere (as long as the appliestate m California. This affects new car sales in two dl- cant has enough money), more new car dealers are
rect ways. One, the Land many dealershtps occupy may be sponging up.
In the Inland Emptre, however, there are some offseumg
more vaJuable than the actual dealership itself, influencing
hundreds of California dealers to accept offers they can't market mfluences. The Inland Empire's exploding popularefuse. The second is the high cost of real estate adversely tion growth has come mamly from Immigration out of
larger, more expensive metropolitan areas m Southern
affecting the populauon's standard of hving.
Ownmg a home now taxes the limtts of most Californi- CaJifomia. The cost of living for many of these new resian's spendable income. Buymg a new car is often not the dents ts proporuonately lower now. While savmg on
highest pnority. Also, those who do not own a home are housmg costs, many new Inland EmpLie restdcnts still re-

By Chns Sutherland

tam their htg her paymg JObs 1n the metro areas. Thts
means more commuters and wo uld see m to suggest mo re
new car sales.
Even in the Inland Emptrc, though, new car dealers arc
feeling the effec ts of a sluggish economy, ris mg land
costs, increased competition and rising manufacturer price
tags. Many struggling Inland Empire dealerships were
making tremendous profits just a few years ago. Taking
those profits and using them to build new, modem facilities, a growing number have been s urprisingly caught
shorL Even some of the larger mega-dealers have had severe financial problems.
Take for instance the disastrous recent history of the
Claremont Auto World. This elegant new group of dealerships was purchased in February of 1989. One year Later
the business went into receivership and filed bankruptcy,
reportedly leaving roughly 600 creditors, 300 stranded auto
buyers and approximately S23 million dollars of debt. In
spite of the groups' past experience, however, Claremont
Auto World may now be in the process of being sold
again by a joint venture between The Arnold Palmer
Auto Group and Don Massay Cadilac (from the Midwest).

Survival

Of all the big differences
between AT&T anCI the competition,
the smallest difference is price.

a major engineering firm with over 100
employees in its Riverside office, was in
the market for new space in which to expand ultimately to 200 employees. We
also knew that this highly regarded engineering firm was being hotly pursued by
various developers.

Slcills

Most dealerships, however, are surviving. They are
making it in a wtde variety of ways. There are some underlying reasons why some dealers in the Inland Empire
are doing beucr than others.
One ts that some brands of cars and/or trucks are selhng
dramaucaJly better than others. Bucking the overall downtrend m new passenger car sales, Acura, Honda, Mitsubisht, N1ssan and Toyota have shown sales increases in Califomta this year. There ha~ also been a sigmficant rise m
light-truck sales for Plymouth, Isuzu and Toyota. By far,

- Please See "Auto Slump" Page 25-

Many people still think that AT&T
quality demands a bigger price tag.
But the truth is, of all the big differences between AT&T and the competition, price is the smallest.
For example, did you know?
On average, AT&T has the fastest
call setup time. MCI 1 and US
Sprine can take up to 40 % longer
to set up a long distance call than
AT&T PRO'm WATS Service.
AT&T offers unsurpassed quality when it comes to transmitting
errorjree faxes.

Discounts of 10%-26%
with AT&T PRosm WATS
AT&T's PRO WATS can save you
10%-26% or more off our basic
daytime interstate rates '-even if
your business spends as little as
$50.00 a month on long distance
calls.
What's more, your discounts
grow as your usage increases-so
you won't have to change plans as
your volume grows. And discounts
apply whether you call, fax or
send data-and also apply to
many international and AT&T
Card calls.

Affordable AT&T 800
READYLINE®Service

takes longer than ten minutes, you
keep it.
To sign up for PRO WATS, 800
READYLINE Service or to take the
AT&T Ten-Minute Challenge, return
the coupon below, or call toll-free.

AT&T 800 READYLINE Service is the
toll-free service that can help you
explore new business areas, expand
into new markets, build sales,
and improve customer service.
It's extremely affordable with low
start-up fees as well as distancesensitive pricing and volume
discounts.
And best of all, both 800
READYLINE Service and PRO
WATS work on your existing
phone lines, so you don't need
additional equipment.

Take the AT&T
Ten-Minute Challenge
In a ten-minute onsite visit, an AT&T
Account Executive
can:
Discuss your long
distance needs; show
you how much you could save with
AT&T discount calling plans and
prove how competitive our prices
really are.
We'll even bring along a stopwatch so you can time us. If it

•us Sprint Is 3 registered tr:~dem3rk of US Spnnt
Communia u ions Comp2ny L1mlted P:lrtnershlp. 1B:osed o n 5·p31!(: f3csim1 le tr:~nsmtSSoon les t conducted by ATaT Bell
L2bor:~1or ies, 2190 •Discounts 3re on 3ver:1ge. Actu31 S3vings m3y v:or y 3Ccording tO C21hng p211erns 3nd mo nthly usage.
A SlO.OO one-ume sign-up ch3rge 3nd S5 00 monthly serv1ce fee will be ch3rsed tO yo ur 3Ccount All comp2r.111ve dat3
lnsed on test resuhs as of 5/ 1190

I 800 222-0400, Ext. 1949
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CON: Study Shows Big Green
Initiative Very Costly
By Steve Hayward
The Claremont Institute

Stop The Bickering
Sure it would be great to have a Maglev stop in the Inland Empire -- in either Colton
or Ontario. As Steve PonTell said very diplomatically in the last issue of Transportation Now, a quanerly newsletter his Inland Empire Economic Council produces: "The
lnland Empire stands to benefit from it. Its residents will be linked to the most technologically advanced mode of ground transportation that will hopefully keep traffic congestion in the region to a minimum ."
But for our money, Dale King, who heads the Maglev Station Committee for Ontario, had the most reasoned response to the whole issue.
King, who acquired 30 years of experience as a civil engineer before retiring, has a
very simple answer -- so simple it's complicated. King said that instead of fighting,
Riverside and San Bernardino counties should be coordinating their transportation plan-

Riverside and San Bernardino counties should be coordinating their transportation planning. They should be working
together to find solutions to a common traffic problem caused
by the jobs/housing imbalance that still exists in
both counties.
ning. They should be working together to find solutions to a common traffic problem
caused by the jobs/housing imbalance that still exists in both counties.
And efforts to find a transportation solution should be coordinated by professional engineering staff, who understand the complex issues involved, King feels.
At least part of the idea is not new. PonTell in this issue (opposite page) writes that
the IEEC, has joined with Riverside and San Bernardino groups to try to fmd common
solutions to regional problems.
The points made by PonTell and King are well taken. Little will be accomplished in
terms of long-range planning with the constant bickering that now plagues Riverside
and San Bernardino counties. Instead of fighting, for example, perhaps Colton and Ontario officials - and San Bernardino and Riverside officials for that matter -- could sit
down and talk about how to solve common transportation problems.
As was mentioned in our page I article, Ontario's King and Riverside County Transportation Commission Executive Director Jack Reagan even agree on many points. Indeed, Reagan at one point suggested to Bechtel that it build its Maglev line though Pomona and side-step R1vcrside altogether.
That would have left Reagan free to continue negotiating with Santa Fe Railroad for
commuter service.
But Bechtel chose not to mclude Reagan's proposed route in its plans. And now, Reagan and King fmd themselves on opposite sides of the Maglev issue.
But perhaps Reagan's initial suggestion to Bechtel would have been the best solution.
And perhaps if people like King and Reagan could sit down and talk -- they have never
met - they could work out a united front. Together, they could insist on a solution
from Bechtel which is best for the Inland Empire as a whole -- instead of one that is
perhaps best only for Bechtel.
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Prop. 128, the Environmental Protection
Initiative of 1990 (dubbed "Big Green" by
Tom Hayden and its other sponsors), has
multiple sections with provisions that
could conceivably affect every sector of the
California economy. At 16,000 words, the
initiative is likely to be the most scrutinized and debated California initiative in
history.
A San Francisco consulting group, Spectrum Economics, has been closely studying the Big Green initiative for several
months now and expects to release a
phone-book sized report shortly.
Sections of the report have been made
available for revie w by the Claremont InstiLULe.
The cost of "Big Green," if passed, is
likely to run into the tens of billions of
dollars, with aerospace, agriculture, petroleum, chemical and manufacturing sectors
being the hardest hit.
The estimated cost of compliance to the
aerospace industry alone will be more than
Sl billion. The retail cost of gasoline may
have to be raised by as much as 50 cents a
gallon to discourage driving (in order to
meet the mandated reduction in C02 output
contained in Prop.\28).
In addition, the initiative holds the potential of creating several billion dollars of
new liabilities for local governments
throughout the state. Orange County, for
instance, will have to spend more than S I
billion just to comply with the wastewater
treatment requirements of the initiative.
Of special concern to the Inland Empire

are the portions of the initiative that would
affect land usc, commercial developme nt,
and the availability and use of future supplies of water. The initiative sets new water quality standards, which Spectrum Economics estimates will cost business $400
million a year in new pollution abatement
costs by the year 2000.
In addition, the initiative would set aside
more of the state's watershed for nature
preservation purposes, which will likely
result in a net reduction in the amount of
water available presently, or at the very
least, put limits on the development of
new water resources.
Finally, many of the initiative's regulations against certain chemicals in manufacturing processes are likely to mean that
water-based processes will have to be developed as s ubstitutes, which will add significant new demand for scarce water resources.
Ironically, this omnibus initiative's only
seeming omission from the environmentalists' agenda is growth control and open
space regulation. But it is not without land
use and development implications.
There is a requirement that all new residential and commercial development plant
one tree for every 500 square feeL (Not just
any tree, but "appropnate" trees -- which
will be defined by regulations -- that maximize air-quality benefits.)
And other sections of the initiative, especially the sections regulating chloronuorocarbons (CFCs), will impose very strict
regulations on remodeling of any existing
commercial structures. All air conditioning
and refrigeration systems that usc CFCs,
for instance, will have to be replaced eventually unde r the terms of the initiative.

PRO: Big Green - A Sound Answer
By AI Meyerhoff
Natural Resources Defense Council
There arc hazardous chemicals in our
food. There is a hole in the sky. Our
wetlands are drying or disappearing. Our
bays are repositories for toxic waste and
untreated sewage and our beaches are
fouled. The planet is growing warmer
from climactic changes caused by greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide and
CFCs.
Unnecessary fear-mongering? No, this
is the reality of our times, the result of
decades of environmental neglecL
Each year in California, about 500 million pounds of pesticides are added to our
environmenL Sixty-six of these chemicals allowed in the food supply have now
been found by the government to cause
cancer. Pesticides have been found in
more than 3,000 drin.lcing-water wells as
well as in lakes and soil. Since 1950, the
incidence of cancer in children under 14
has increased 21.5 percent.
Last fall, the ozone-depleted hole in the
alrnosphere above Antarctica was measwed
at roughly the size of the Continental
United States. And more than 4 billion
pounds of toxic chemicals were dumped
into state bays and coastal waters last
year.
In the face of this assault where is
Washington? Debating, deliberating, considering, pretending, worrying--but not
acting.
In California, it is much the same.
Opinion polls consistently indicate unparalleled support for true environment re-

form. Yet, because of the dearth of leadership from the gove rnor and the power of
special interests, the Legislature remains
unresponsive.
Prop I28, Big Green, is designed to attack pollution at its source. Its reforms
would include:
-Phase out of pesticides already determined by the EPA to cause cancer or reproductive harm.
-Phase out CFCs and reduction of carbon dioxide emissions.
-Establish an oil spill prevention and
cleanup fund. Create the Office of Environmental Advocate to implement the initiative.
A well financed industry misinformation
campaign is underway. The pesticide industry has contributed 79 percent of the
funding for the No on I28 campaign. The
opposition purchased from the Spectrum
Group for 100,000 for a dubious economic
analysis which they will not release to the
public or the media. The pesticide and
chemical industry aided by powerful agribusiness have also put an alternative initiative, Prop 135, Big Brown, on the ballot which would accomplish virtually no
pesticide reform and would pre-empt the
pesticide portion of Big Green.
Big Green is supportive by every major
environmental organization from the Sierra Club to the National Wildlife Federation. This campaign pits Californians
concerned about their local environment
against mostly out-of-state chemical companics. We believe the voters know
which side is more committed to public
health.
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Inland Empire Business ~ournal Close-Up: Tiina Ross
This month, the Business Journal's close-up
interview is with Tiina Ross, owner of Rancho
Cucamonga-based Ross Financial, a mortgage
brokerage firm specializing in construction and
permanent financing of apartment, industrial,
office and real estate projects.
"In 1973, I joined Ralph C. Sutro Co., mortgage bankers, in Orange County," Ross told us. "In 1978 a partner
and I formed what is now Bee, Ross & Co., a mortgage
brokerage firm . I started Ross Financial in 1985 and
CUPPINGS!AGENDAS TODAY, a newspaper clipping
service. together with a partner, earlier this year. The service tracks 50 publications in San Bernardino and the Pomona Valley."
IEBJ : Why did you move your business activities to
the Inland Empire?
Ross: I have lived in this area since 1975, locating my
business here was a logical decision.
IEBJ : How's business?
Ross: Busy. Times like these stress development companics. Not only are they coping with increased governmental regulations to bring a project to fruition , financing
sources are difficult to pin down. Most developers prefer
to focu s their efforts on getting the project up and have
someone like myself ferret out the money sources.
IEBJ: How is the S&L crises affecting the development industry?
Ross: What is diffic ult now is not the fact that S&Ls
aren't a factor (prior to 1980 they weren't either), it's the
rapidity of their demise and the uncertain regulatory environment in which the remaining healthy institutions find
themselves. Some banks are in trouble. Others are taking
a more conservative lending approached. Recession fears
only compound the apprehensive atmosphere in which
fmd ourselves.
Credit companies are stepping in to fill the current void.
The ir pricing is not onerous, but it is higher than in surance companies. However, insurance companies have be-

come extraordinarily selective. I've a lso advised my clients
to look at o ther developers for possible pooling of rcsources.
IEBJ: How do you sec growth in the Inland Empire in
coming years?
Ross : All sectors
will
see
growth. We are easily accessed. We are
affordable in housing, office and industrial product.
Our retail sector is
really just emerging, it is the last of
the major development components
to come into position.
Although most
of our cities are
conscious of controlled growth, we o......:===========:::o..~
are not an a nti Tiina Ross

I

growth area and we
do not have the problems of severely blighted residential
neighborhoods or business districts. Absorption figures
are good. We have had some good employers moving into
the area.
Having said that, I must say that a recession would certainly hurt us, as it would all of Southern California. On
the employment side we have to consider General Dynamics cutting 2,000 jobs in the next year; Xerox Corp. has
closed its Inland Empire plant; several hotels - although
still operating have gone through foreclosure a s ha ve
some auto dealerships.
IEBJ: Has it been hard for you, as a woman, to break
into "old boy" networks?
Ross: I can't say I've ever e ncountered any sexua l bias
from clients. C lients arc interested in whe ther you can de-

liver a favorable financing package. You could be an alien
c reature and it probably wouldn't matter much. It's a result-oriented profession.
When I first staned in mortgage banking, women
worked only in residential divisions, not in commerciaV
industrial sections. I was the first woman income property
loan officer at Ralph C . Sutro Co.
Since I haven't been in a corporate setting since I978, I
can't accurately comment about current difficulties. Given
the number of women lenders I work with however, I
would speculate that there is no bias against women in
my profession.
"Old boy" networks exist wherever you go. You either
learn to work with them or around them.
Interestingly the networks arc not necessarily all male.
As a whole I think this area is very receptive to bright, capable people; sex seldom is a dctcrming factor in any decis ion.
IEBJ: Tell us about your newspaper clipping business.
Ross: Linda Newcomb, my partner, came up with the
idea. She is a single-fami ly developer and had frequently
lamented that no such service existed for her use. CLIPPINGS/AGENDAS TODAY made sense and we went
ahead with it.
The response to the service has been excellent with clients from areas we anticipated as well as a few surprises-politicians, international firms and so on.
IEBJ: What is your business philosophy?
Ross: It is very basic: do your job.
In an industry such as mine, that has paramount importance. Mortgage brokerage is often viewed as an arena for
people looking for quick rewards.
Most of my business is from repeat clientele or referrals . That's important to me, it says I'm doing my job.
My friends will often comment on the amount of work I
put into a project with no guarantee of renumcration. If I
can't obtain the financing, or if the borrower or lender
change plans for any number of reasons, I don' t get paid.
Admittedly that can be frustrating, but it's part of my profession.

The Inland Empire Economic Council: Filling A Void As A-Regional
Economic Development Organization
mentum two years ago, the IEEC offers
more than numbers, reports and newsletters. The Inland Empire Economic Council
has two main functions: to aid the economic growth of the region; and to develop policy positions on regional issues and to organize advocacy efforts that will
consistently provide a voice for the Inland
Empire's business community.

1c and Community Development and Rtverside County Economic Development
Agency.
An example of the coalition's ability to
work together is its effort to bring the
U.S. Air Force's Space Systems Division
to March Air Force Base in Riverside
County. If successful, the move would
generate 7,500 jobs directly and many
more indirectly. Other activities planned by
ithin the first task, the IEEC the coalition include publishing a demohelps businesses looking tore- graphic resource guide and a four-color
locate to the region and those firms within marketing brochure, purchasing a display
the region looking to expand. The IEEC to be used to promote the Inland Empire at
works closely with state Department of major conferences outside the area, and coCommerce and with other economic deord.inating a regional marketing program.
velopment groups in the
It is our intent, through the coaliarea in an effort to attract more jobs
tion, to sharpen the Inland Empire's
that will strengthen the local econoimage and to back up that image
my.
It is
with the money and resources
One of the most ambitious and
our intent,
needed to respond professionalthrough the
ly to potential employers in
effective cooperative efforts established is the Inland Emcoalition,
the Inland Empire. Withpire Coalition. The coalito sharpen the
out the coalition, each
Lion is composed of the
Inland Empire's
economic developIEEC, the Economic .
im~ge and to back up that
ment agency in the
Development Part- 1mage w1th the money and resources region would be
nership (based in
needed to respond
left on its own
Riverside), San proressionally to potential employers in the to create the
Bernardino
Inland Empire. Without the coalition, each
same prodCounty De- economic development agency in the region would
ucts to
parunent
be left on its own to create the same products to
achofEcoachieve the same results.

W

Steve PonTell

By Steve PonTe//
Presidtnt,Inland Empire Economic
Council

I

n a region with three million people,
50,000 of businesses, and tens of
thousands of square miles of land, gening a
handle on what's going on in the Inland
Empire is an extremely difficult and ongoing task.
The Inland Empire Economic Council
(lEEC), as the economic development organization whose mission is to promote
the entire Inland Empire, has become
known as the clearing house for information about the region.
That data-collecting role of the IEEC is
probably the organization's most visible nomone. And while it was that role that the
IEEC emphasized as it started gaining mo-

ieve the same res ults.
One might ask, "Why do we need more
than one economic development agency?"
The answer revolves around the size of the
lnland Empire.
T h e area is so large--about 30,000
square miles divided into three
counties--that it is splintered into several
economic subregions. It was only in the
last year that the IEEC was able to break
down some of the boundaries and bring a
regional perspective to the fcxefront
Much of the headway to erase those territorial boundaries occurred through the
IEEC's second area of responsibility: govenunental affairs.
The IEEC, a non-profit, privately-funded
organization with some 55 members, is involved in a handful of issues, including
water management, transportation, airport
facilities and air quality.
Without the IEEC and other similar organizations, the business community in
the lnland Empire would not be as cohesive and would not be as prepared to react
to pending legislation that could impact
the region. Prop. lil, for instance, was
not expected to pass in San Bernardino and
Riverside counties, but due to a cooperative effort between the two counties led by
the IEEC Transportation Task Force, voters in both counties approved the ttansportation-improvement measure.
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Also experiencing a substantial amount
of leasing activity for the quarter was the
San Bernardino/Redlands/Colton submarket, with 135,263 square feet absorbed.
"Most of the tenants are from within the
Inland Empire. About 40 percent are from
Los Angeles and Orange Counties," said
Phil Broccolo, vice president and sales
manager for Grubb & Ellis.
The average lease is in the 3,000-squarefoot to 5,000-square-foot range. A 10,000square-foot deal is still a large deal for the
Inland Empire, Broccolo sai<l
Within the entire Los Angeles Basin, the
Inland Empire has accounted for 18 percent
of all office space absorbed in the flfSI half
of 1990, but its product only represented 4

T

he first half of 1990 may have seen
a slowdown in some segments of
the economy, but as far as industrial and
office absorption in the Inland Empire is
concerned, its been a banner year.
Commercial office space leased or sold in
the first six months of the year is the most
impressive. According to a Grubb & Ellis
study, 873,000 square feet has been absorbed this year compared with 452,500
from January to June in 1989 (for buildings over 20,000 square feet, not including
the desert and mountain areas).
The Riverside/Corona/Moreno Valley
submarket recorded the most absorption in
the second quarter, with 170,561 square
feet. One of the larger leases was one by
TRW for 31,800 square feet, Grubb & El-

percent of the total occupied office space in
the basin as of January 1990.
To pick up the slack, construction activi--ty is up, with
INDUSTRIAL VACANCY % BY CITY
950,202 square feel
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One Lakeshore
Centre and the
195,<XX}-square-foot
Empire Towers,
both in Ontario.
There are also
several sizable projects planned for
Riverside and Rancho Cucamonga.
Slated for Riverside are the 11-story,
237,<XX}-square-foot
Canyon Springs
Corporate Center
and the 10-story,
205,<XX}-square-foot
Riverside Corporate
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Center. Projects on the drawing board in
Rancho Cucamonga include the 165,000square-foot Barton Plaza III and the
360,000-square-foot Havengate Business
Center, both eight stories.
In the industrial market, sales and leasing
activity for speculation buildings larger
than 5,000 square feet surpassed the 6million-square-foot mark in the f11st six
months of 1990. This is 750,000 more
square feet than was absorbed in same period for 1989.
The bulk of this year's activity is in the
Ontario/Mira Lorna area where 1.86 million square feet was sold or leased. The second most active area was Fontana, which
saw 1.4 million square feet occupied.

Vacancies High
As of June, 8.1 million square feet of in-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __j

pire (excluding the desert and mountain areas) from an existing base of 113 million
square feel, for a vacancy rate of 17 percent

8
9
10

D

espile this, about 8.1 million
square feet was under construction
during the second quarll'r, with another 8
million square feet planned or proposed,
the study said. However, construction
should tail off in 1991, and the vacancy
rate should drop, according to Grubb & Ellis.
"But when all the dusl settles, I think
we'll have a shortage of big buildings, "
said Tim D'Angelo, an industrial sales associate for Grubb & Ellis' Ontario office.
He added that about half of the sales and
leasing acti vitv is for buildinl!s larSter than
I 00,000 square feet
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The Top Printers In The Inland Empire

Grubb & Ellis Study
Shows Absorption Still High in Inland Empire
By Andrew Moore
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Moreno Valley c urrently has approltimately 385,000
square feet of office space with an occupancy level approaching 90 percent. High demand for office space has
created a surge of development in the area. Moreno Valley ranks second in the state in economic growth. The
City's population growth ranks flfSt among all cities in
the state. Moreno Valley's population is expected to double to 214,000 by the year 2010.
Despite the recent surge in building, 67.5 percent of
Moreno Valley's land is still undeveloped. In coming
years, plans call for I million feet of additional office
space to be builL Some future projects include:
Wescon Properties Corporate Plaza. Located

Sq~Jare Fee~

of Additional Office Space

centrally in the city of Moreno Valley, this project is in mclude a 27-hole championship golf course.
Fritz Duda Co. is developing TownGate Center
Phase I of a 150,000 square feet of planned office space.
The first phase will consist of two buildings, 36.000 Office Complex. Scheduled to begin construction
square feet each, which will be accented by a water foun- early next year, the first phase of this project will entain, reflective ponds, and attractive landscaping. These compass 57,000 square feet of office space. The project
buildings are scheduled for completion early lhis fall.
will be situated at the gateway of Moreno Valley where
Gemania Construction Corp. is developing Vis- the 60 and 2 15 freeways meet,
In addition, Ferguson Partners is planning on having
ta Colonnade, a 40,000 -square-foot two-story medical
office building that will front a major day care center. This irs 55,000-square-foot Premierpointe office project
project is already 70 percent pre-leased. Bristol Courte, completed by the flfSI of October. Construction has alscheduled to be completed late this summer, will be the ready begun on this project localed on the 300-acre Cennew home of the Moreno Valley School District Also, terPointe Development
Moreno Highlands is in the planning stages of a 336-acre
commerciaVindustrial park which is part of a 3,000-acre, David Mudge is Qll associate brolcer with Lu & Assocommunity located on the east side of the city, and will ciaJes in Riverside.

BROCHURES
ANNUAL REPORTS
BOUND BOOKS
PR RELEASES
AD INSERTS

2155 Chicago Ave .. Suite 300 • (71 4 ) 683 -2 11 2
Thomas E Podmojersky. Vice
e CHINO VALLEY BANK has been •
meeting the needs o f the small
and medium sized business community for over sixteen years Our
close working relationship with our
customers. along wrth our responsiveness. is difficult to find at most
bonks today

PreSident and Manager
CHINO VALLEY BANK'S Riversid e
Business Center provides a specialized bonking environment
where the bus1ness and professional client receives one-on-one
contact with professional business
bonkers

e CHINO VALLEY BANK 'S ca p itol

e CHINO VAWY BANK

Is the largest
bonk headquartered In Son
Bernardino and Riverside counties. as well as the Greater Son
Gabriel Volley - and still growing!

posrtion allows for loons in excess
of S8,500.00J.
e CHINO VAWY BANK has fourteen
offices providing full-service
branch bonking.

Riverside's Fairmount
Office Park Provides
250,000 Square Feet of
Space

FLYERS

•••
•

CATALOGS
NEWSLEITERS
BUSINESS FORMS
4-COLOR REPRINTS
PRICE LISTS
CLAIMS REPORTS
FOLDING, BINDING

By Thomas Pierik
The Fainnount Park office community
is situated just north of the 60 Freeway at
the Market Street exit The area consisrs
of ;1pproxima1ely 239,000 square feet of
office space with an add itional 19,000
square feet of office product coming on
Ime within the next 12 months. Of exiSting space, more than 70 percent I S occupied and this figure should dramatically
increase in the next few months.
In 198 1, Hunon Associates purchased
the propeny from Yeager Construction,
which was using it for the storage of con-

pus-lilce setting with landscaped walk-ways
struction equipment
One of the early developers of Fairmount from the parking lot to the buildings. The
Park's office development was Ron Dobson design of. the project incorporates buildings
who has built two buildings in the area. of various sizes: one 20,000-square-fool
His newest project, a 25,000-square-fool building and three smaller 7 ,000-squarefoot buildings.
office building, is
One of the newest developments
close to 90 perThe bouom
in Fairmount Parle is the Hunco/
line in any real
cent occupied and
estate developoffers tenanrs sub- Fairmount Center. This four-building
terranean parking development has a campus-like setting ment's success is
with landscaped walk-ways from the
location. Localed
and a small gym.
John Bamicoat, parking lot to the buildings. The design two miles north
a partner of B&B of the project incorporates buildings of of downtow n
various sizes.
Riverside on
Ventures who
Market Street,
burlt the 42,000Fairmont Park is
squarc-foot Fairmount Office Plaza, said his building IS conveniently close for tenants who need access to the courts, clly and county offices.
I 00 percent leased.
One of the newest developments in Fair- The location offers rmmediate access to the
mount Park is the Hunco/Fainnont Center. 60 freeway and IS near the 60, 215 and 91
Thts four-building development has a cam- interchange.

Fainnount Park is located in one of
California's largest enterprise zones, Tile
Agua Mansa Enterprise Zone.
Marty Roelle is planning to break
ground within the next six months on a
61-room motel. Several national franchis·
es are interested in this businessman's
motel which will be located at the intersection a1 Markel and Rivera streers adjacent to the 60 freeway.
Future plans include the Whispering
Tree Ranch project to be built by Kaylin
Development. Kayltn has already built
Kaylin Center Rivers1dc, a 70,000-squarefoot mixed use project, in Fairmount
Park and is evaluating its development
plan for th1s 30-acre site.
Thomas Pierek is the senior marketing
associate with Lee & Associates in Riverside
- Please Su "Guide" Page 22 -
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Rancon Business Center
Designed for the '90s
Rancon Business Center, located in Murrieta, California, is a premiere 590-acre master-planned business park
currently under development and being marketed by Rancon Real Estate's Temecula office.
A mixed-usc business community, Rancon Business
Center is designed to accommodate more than five million
square feet of commercial, industrial and office development, and upon completion, is anticipated to generate approximately 8,000 jobs.
Located immediately north of the Temecula city limits,
Rancon Business Center is being planned to accommodate
a variety of users, from start-up businesses to major corporations.
Developed by Rancon Financial Corp. and financed by

Tri-City Corporate Centere In Ontario

Tri-City Leasing Stays
Strong
Since breaking ground just over four years ago, more
than 80 fmns have selected Tri-City Corporate Centre as
their business address in the Inland Empire.
Tri-City has leased 93,497 square feet of office, retail
and R&D space in the fJTSt seven months of 1990 alone.
A combined 18,195 square feet of this lease total is theresult of expansions by current Tri-City tenants Partners
National Health Plan, McGladrey & Pullen, Fireman's
Fund, and Hunsaker & Associates.
Tri-City Corporate Centre is a Sl80-million all-cash
development funded through Rancon Realty Funds IV and
V. Tenants of the 153-acre mixed-use development, located at the intersection of the I-10 and 215 Freeways in San
Bernardino, include a score of Fortune 500 companies, including such firms as Xerox Corp., Chicago Title, Merrill
Lynch and Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., as well as
Santa Fe Railway Co., which recently opened its new
37 ,000-square-foot California headquarters at Tri-City.

I
Rancon Business Center
Rancon Development Fund VI, a publtc real estate limited
partnership, the property's main entrance 1s located at Jefferson Ave. and Rancon Center Blvd., a future 1-15 overpass. Jefferson Ave., the project's eastern border, has been
des1gnated by the county as a major h1ghway with a 100foot right-of-way.
Incorporated into the project's master plan are broad,
tree-lined boulevards, extensive landscaping, open space
and natural hillside areas. Approximately 86 acres on the
development's western border have been designated as natural open space to preserve the area's natural beauty. Rancon also plans to enhance the right-of-way of Murrieta
Creek with trails and natural vegetation. These and other
amemlies will t:mphasize the project's professional style
for potential tenants and thelf customers.
Because of its size, the largest of 1ts kind in southwest
Rivers1de County, the park has been divided into four areas, each of wh1ch are to be developed in phases accordmg
to marltet demand.
Area I, consisting of 53 lots on approximately 63
acres, is bemg developed in two phases. Phase I features
45 lots on approximately 55 acres and includes three ltghtmdustrial buildings developed by Rancon. Phase 2 consists of eight lots on eight gross acres.
Land development has been completed on Phase I, toeluding uulities, streets, curbs, gutters and Sidewalks. A
maJOrity of lots in Phase I of have been sold, or are in escrow. Kingman Industries, an Anaheim-based cosmetics
company, has purchased the largest mdustrial building,
which tOtals 22,000 square feet
Ana II features 16 lots on approximately 20.5 acres.
Site grading has been completed and the installation of
sewer, water and storm drainage infrastructure improvemcnts ue achedukd for late 1990 or early 1991. Land
velopment activity is scheduled through 1991.
Area m consists of approximately 86 acres. Approvals
for the pan:el map is expected by mid 1991, and some pedevelopment activity is ~.
Area IV features approxunately 410 acres, and allemalives are currently being studied. County approvals are expec1ed by mid-1991, with development activity to follow.

With all completed buildings beiween one and six stones, Tri-C1ty's ammenities include: an extensive usc of
landscaping; a corporate an program; a service retail center; La Petite Academy child care prov1der; and two restaurants: Chili's and TGI Fridays.
In addition, construction recently started on Home Depot, situated in Tri-City's new freeway-oriented retail center, which is visible from the I-10. Ground-breaking for an
Office Club is also slated for later this year.
Future plans call for a new freeway off-ramp that will
provide direct access to Tri-City, which will, when completed, offer 2.5 million square feet of office, retail and
R&D use.

,

Centrelake Business Park In Ontario

Centre/ake Business Pa.rk
G
.

de- l

TOWing

With a 120-room hotel just completed, a llS 000~qU~re-foot off~ee CCliDpla nearing full OCCIIJB'CY ~
183,000-!Quare-foot offiCe complex under con~tion
two reslalll'lllts, a but brwx:h now open lnd planning
a new low-rile building, Centrelate Business Pad coolinuea to pow.
I...oclled adja:ent to the new Onblrio InternaUonal Air-

f0:

port terminal and bounded by 1-10 on the north and Haven
Ave. on the cast, the multi-use project ultimately will include more than a million square feet of office space, 800
hotel rooms, four restaurants and associated retail space.
The 70-acre office and commercial complex, featuring
man-made lakes and a view of the San Gabriel Mountains,
is a joint project of Centremark, The Sickels Group and
Mission Land Co., a subsidiary of SCE Corp.
Centrelake Plaza, a six-story Class "A" office building
completed last year, is nearly 75 percent leased. Tenants
include Imperial Bank , MCI Telecommunications, the
Travellers, Transamerica, Marcus and Millichap, Mobil
Land, Daum, a local branch of L.A.-based Guardian Bank
and two law firms: Hill, Genson, Even, Crandall, and
Wade; and the Law Office of James McDermou.
A second office complex, the two-building, 183,000square-foot One Lakeshore Centre, is scheduled for completion by January 1991 and is nearly 20 percent leased to
HQ Executive suites and Sperry Van Ness.
The three-story, 120-room Fairfield Inn, owned and operated by Marriott, recently accepted its first guests. Also
the Panda Inn restaurant will begin construction shortly
and negotiations are soon to be finalized with two additional restaurants.
The developers plan to begin construction on The Campus at Centrelake, another office complex, in June 1991.
Designed by Ware and Malcomb, the first phase will consist of a 36,000-square-foot two-story building. The second phase, when completed, will include a three-story
56,000-square-foot building and a two-story 36,000square-foot structure.

Victorville's Sunset Park

Sunset Park: A New Type
of Office Space for
Victor Valley
Sunset Park is a $12-million office complex currently
being developed by the Sunset Group of San Bernardino.
The o~fice park will consist of three two-story buildings
~ompnsmg 111,634 square feet. The project is to be built
m three phases, with the f~rst 37,120-square-foot building
scheduled for completion in January 1991 at a cost of approximately $4 m1llion. Completion of Phase II is slated for the flfSt quarter of 1992, followed by Phase III in
1993.
Sunset Park IS located off the 1-15 Freeway at Palmdale
Blvd. and Park Ave. and offers superb access1biltty as well
as freeway vis1btlity. Downtown Victorville's restaurants
and shops are within walking distance, and the 500,000square-foot Mall of Victor Valley is two miles away.
The design of the bu1ldings is a departure from the concrete tilt-up and the wood and stucco type of product
which make up the majority of Victorville's 308, 112
square feet of office space.
Designed by Newport Beach-based architect William M.
Simpson and Associates, Sunset Park will feature a contemporary design with white exterior color and eight-foot
panels of green reflective glass. Key-card building access
~d elevato~ access will be provided, as well as landscapmg appropnate to the desen climate.
Interest in Sunset Park has been strong, according to
Veda Saltamachio, office properties specialist in Grubb &
Ellis' Ontario office.
Sunset Park is a joint venture of land owners, Gunpat
Damudar of Burbank and Larry Powell of Newport Beach,
and Sunset Group principals, Merv Simchowitz, chief executive officer and Patrick Hopkins, president.

lJljBUILDING MATERIALS
Times Mirror Co. Buys Interest oped by Rancon Development Fund VI, a
In La Opinion
California Limited Partnership sponsored
Rancon Financial Corp. of Temecula.
Times Mirror Co., owner of the Los Angeles Times, has purchased a one-half interest in La Opinion, the largest Spanish- Getting A Life Promotion
language newspaper in the United States.
La Opinion with a daily circulation of
Life Savings Bank is pleased to announce
103,000 -- 10,000 of which are distributed the promotion of L. Bruce Mills, Jr. to Exin Riverside and San Bernardino counties -- ecutive Vice President.
Mills joined Life Savings Bank in 1987
will continue to operate with its own staff
from the Federal Home Loan Bank. Prior
independent of the Times.
to his promotion, he served Life Savings
St. Bernardino Medical Center Bank as Vice President, Chief Financial
Appoints Director of Marketing
Officer.
"Bruce has served Life Savings Bank
Deborah Mandabach has been appointed with distinction and has certainly earned his
director of marketing at St. Bernardino promotion," said Life Savings Bank presiMedical Center. For the past 3-1/2 years dent Nora Vineyard.
Mills earned his B.A. from the Universishe served as vice president/director of marketing for San Bernardino Community ty of Redlands and an MBA from CaliforHospital. Prior to entering the health care nia State University, San Bernardino.
field , Mandabach spent more than 15 years
marketing financial and banking instituMicrosoft Expands To Corona
tions.
She obtained her bachelor's degree in
Microsoft has purchased a 5,556-squareEnglish/sociology at California State University, Long Beach and her master's degree foot industrial building in Corona in a
in management from Claremont Graduate transaction valued at $408,500, according
to Grubb & Ellis Commercial Real Estate
School.
Mandabach has served with Arrowhead Services.
The industrial building, located at 1901
United Way and is currently president-elect
of the San Bernardino Area Chamber of E. Sampson Ave., is within the Hunco/
Corona Industrial Park. The computer supCommerce.
ply company is relocating and expanding
Calimesa Chamber Appoints Ex- its operations from Anaheim.
ecutive Director
Dottie Davis has been appointed executive director of the Calimesa Chamber of
Commerce. She began her association with
the chamber as a volunteer earlier this year,
and has recruited a dozen senior citizens
from the community to help staff the office.
Davis was the first woman president of
the 29 Palms Chamber of Commerce. She
was selected as "Woman of Achievement"
during her second year of membership in
that community's Business and Professional Women's Club. A resident of the Sharondale subdivision, she serves on the
homeowners' board of directors and is a former associate director of the Golden State
Mobilehome Owners League.

Ground Broken
Corona Facility
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9393 HAVEN AVE
RANCHO CUCAMONGA

OPEN 7 DAYS.
WE DELIVER

With a1bshiba telephone system,

your business won't become tenninal.
When your phones break down, they become ominously
silent. And even fast-growing businesses suffer a lack of calls.
A lack of orders. A lack of business.
With a Toshiba Perception~ PBX
telephone system, however, breakdowns are practically a thing of
the past. It's the no-worry system
so reliable, it'll keep those calls
coming in for years. And it
offers easy expandability and
telephone compatibility with
our other systems.
Thshiba Perception. It
gives the competition a
renninal case of envy.

ASK FOR GREG

Inland Telephone
(714) 946-5891

$5-million

Ground has been broken on a S5million industrial/ manufacturing facility
designed by Strock Architects, Inc. of Newport Beach for Marco Foam Products, Inc.
Plans call for a 110,000-square-foot manufacturing and warehouse facility to be
built at 725 Harrison St. in Corona, replacing the manufacturer's present Santa Ana
location. The one-story building, which
will sit on a 6.25-acre site, will include
15,000 square feet of office space.
The contemporary tilt-up concrete building is designed with an office pavilion featuring second floor balcony areas and an interior rock garden.
Stenton Family Trust, of Laguna Niguel,
First Lot Sold at Rancon
is the building owner. The builder and deBusiness Center
velopa- is Delgar Partners of Laguna NiThe flfSt of 43 finished lots in Area I of guel.
Rancon Business Center has been sold, announced Kevin Nellis, director of marketing for the 590-acre business park located Moreno Valley Auto Mall Closes
First Deal with Toyota
in Murrieta.
An individual investor from Temecula
Toyota Motor Sales U.S.A. is the ftrst
purchased the flfStlot. a parcel totaling approximately one acre, located on Coming dealership to close escrow at the $25lace. The investor, a general contractor, million Moreno Valley Auto Mall. The
plans to construct a building appropriate 80-acre site, situated along Moreno Beach
for surrounding development activity.
Drive and Highway 60 is one of the largest
Three light industrial buildings are cur- automobile dealership plazas in the counrently under construction in the center's in- try.
itial phase, including a 22,570 square foot
The entire project is compnsed of 14 parbuilding recently sold to Kingman Indus- cels. So far, eight of the 14 have committries of Anaheim, and two smaller build- ted to the project. General Motors, Honda
ings, of 17,000 and 14,000 square feet and Chrysler Realty Corp. will purchase
which are now available for sale or lease.
two parcels each; Mazda will buy one.
R.x:on Business Center is being dcvel-

"AppleOne helps our good reputation.
Dependable fulltime or temporary employeeswho know their way around an office."
AppleOne 1s the fastest·grow1ng Independent employment serv1ce 1n the West. Over 70 off1ces. computerlinked. We locate qual1fled cand1dates 1n m1nutes. And enhance your
reputat1on1 For skilled help-call usl

CORONA (714) 279-11011 DIAMOND IAR (714) 110-3332

SNIIEIIIWIDINO (714) 114-6351 T£MECUU (714) 1!11-4515 UPLAND (7141 141-1221
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Auto Slump Continued from Page 16

Live and Direct from
Sonoma County-Here's
the Doubletree!
BY

INGRID

ANTHONY

The Sheraton Round Bam Inn, located in
Santa Rosa, has recently changed its name
to the _Doubletree Inn. A more suitable
name, m my opimon, would have been "A
Comedy of Errors."
Checking tn at a hotel and finding your
room should not be a joke. Most travelers
find It a routine and uneventful act necessary to begm a busmess trtp or restful vacatron .. However, on thts trip, our fun
started tmmcdtately.
Among a group of two couples, we
recetved two keys--one for our room
and one for our fncnds adjomm~
room. Our room was perfect. My expectatJons for our stay were hetghtencd
when we discovered the cozy room
was full of luxurious amennies. Our
companions, however, walked into the
same luxurious type of room-- but
with an added guest residing in it. The
guest certainly was not amused or deli~hted when my friend barged into her
pnvate room.
A mistake can be made, however,
and after regrets were exchanged, we
ret~ed to the lobby so we could get
on wtth our wine-tasting tour--there
was no time to be lost on this trip!
After our friends received another
key, we trusted thetr luck would
change.
"-:ot so'
Thts magtc key dtd nm open an)thing. _An employee wJLh a pass key
then trted to help us. Just as m the
first scenario, we surprised yet another
guesL
I was beginning to feel like a welcommg committee. Next time we
will come better prepared with balloons and confetti. I was also starting
to feel that we were involved in one of
those mystery weekends--you know
findmg clues to get to your room.
always wanted to partJctpate m one of
those weekend adventures. Now, at
last, I got the opportunity.
The third time was a charm, though.
We settled our friends and reassured
them this was not a us ual occurrence
when we traveled. The rooms at the
Doubletree Inn are very spaciOus and
comfortable. The decor ts charming
and very pleasing to the eye. Large
desks are provided for the traveling
business person. Attracuve French
w_indows let the guest vtew the rolling
h1lls and the mountains of Sonoma
County. Doubletree Inn IS situated m
a lovely area of Santa Rosa.
One cannot be disappomted with
the surroundings and the hotel's pleasant architect.wal des1gn. Each building
is identified by its own name (i.e.
Chardonnay, Cabemet, Chablis) so
fmding your room should not be difficult- providing you have tbe right key
and right room.
After beiDg impressed with our view

i

8lld urounding sceaay (IDd darpa~
Jy lrying 10 erue my mental view of
Ulllhstcd pesas!), we decided 10 ao on
10 another adventure---abe diaiD& room.

After waitmg about 20 mmutes for empty
tables to. be properly set, we thought we
were entitled to a delicious dinner. We
were not disappointed.
The Doubletree Inn offers fine food such
as crab cakes, veal dishes, pasta, and seafood specialties, all of which are elegantly
presented. Unusual spices and herbs added
to the gourmet touch. All of the dishes
w~re tasteful, appealing and reasonably
pnced. I must emphasize, however, that
one must not be in a hurry or have other
commitments when dining at the Doubletree Inn.
The service was slow and I felt that the
staff was on a trammg program. The Sunday brunch was outstandmg--cvcn more so

smcc we served ourselves. So as not to be
outd?nc in comedy, Lhis part of the hotel
had tts own show. As a featured part of
the entertainment, one of the waitresses
opened a bottle of champagne. The cork
~oppcd so high that it broke the cei ling
hght. Fortunately, no one was hurt or
splattered on before they had to drive on to
the1r destination.
Speaking of champagne, after the fiasco,
one of the managers asked how we liked
the bottle of champagne which was sent to
~ur room as a peace offering. We asked,
What champagne?" Oopps--must have
sent 1t to the wrong room. SORRY.
Someone asked me if I would return to
the DoubleLree Inn. I said, "Without a

CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN BERNARDINO

Lhese lines of automobiles and trucks represent the safest bet for dealers.
Switching lines, however, is sometimes very difficult, especially for an established
A Wine and Food Survey by William
dealer. But many dealerships do have Lhe option of adding lines to broaden Lheir market
and reach a wider demographic. For instance, Gay Hood Pontiac in Riverside, Lhe number one Pontiac dealer in California, added Lhe Suzuki line. Now, Gay Hood Pontiac/
This column is written for the business person
Suzuki is reaching a second market, selling IO to 20 new Suzukis a month. And al- who finds travt'i a necessity, as well as for those and a cinnamon apple cake.
During dinner, I had a combination of
though Suzuki has been one of the national losers in Lhe new car sales category, it has who IN/ieve that eating a fine meal with a very
prime
rib and shrimp. My wife had the
pleasant
wine
is
a
reward
of
travel
and
even
life.
been a winning addition to this particularly youth-oriented dealership.
Each month we shall comment on different shrimp wilh rice. My steak was tender and
But adding another line is just one of the trends many dealers are following to ensure
restaurants, m the 1•anous cllles that, I believe. juicy and my wife and I agreed the shrimp
their success in the Inland Empire market. Probably the most significant trend surfacing
are most often I'ISlled by business persons from were some of the best we had eaten.
from the more successful dealerships is a more disciplined streamlining of overhead.
the Inland Emptre. These restaurants are chosen
The Castaway's honors AE, Visa, Mas"Dealerships have to be run a little differently these days" says Ron Holbrook, General strictly on men/. All restaurants were persoiUJIIy
Manager of Fontana Honda. "They can't be run the way we did it Lhree or four years ago. I'ISited.l plan to offer you bnefsurveys, in lieu of tercard, Diners Club and Carte Blanc cards.
They arc open for lunch and dinner daily
We've had to cut expenses everywhere... The fat has had to come off the way dealers do long rel'lews.
and
a brunch on Sunday with graduated
business. Its forcing us to be good business people, not JUSt good sales people."
prices (9:00 a.m. IS less cxpenstvc than
Then the re is the vital importance of advertismg. Unfortunately, one of the first
12:30 p.m. for example).
things to be cut by a struggling dealership is its advertising budget. And while some reIn addition to the restauran t with a super
tail automotive advertising may be wasteful, the Inland Empire market represents a powview, they have three large conference
erful advertising opportunity'. The tremendous influx of Orange, L.A. and San Otego
Arc you ready for a sumptuous meal rooms. The usc of these rooms IS free to
county transplants has enlarged the Inland Empire market to 2.5 million residents,
atop a hill ovcrlookmg San Bernardi- Lhosc who hold thctr conferences there,
high
roughly the same size as San Diego.
But most of these new residents ha ve established buying habits. They arc already fa- no. If so, try the award-winnmg Casta- providing they mclude lunch for their eliway's Restaurant. Friendly service inside ems. All in all, this was a superb eating
miliar with dealerships in their old neighborhoods. A learning period usually occurs durthe
Polynesian decor is standard for this experience. Call for directions on getting
ing which new residents shift their buying allegiance. This can range from a few
place. The menu includes beef, lamb, pork, to the top of the htll.
months to a few years. There is also the almost universal myth among many car buyers
that the better automotive deals are in Lhe larger metropolitan areas. Another tendency pasta, seafood, chefs specials as well as
several tasty appetizers. Prices vary from
among this group of new car buyers is to buy cars ncar their place of employment. Regardless, these new transplants do represent a huge untapped market for the Inland Em- $10.95 to $17.95 for most items except a
couple that require market pricing.
pire automotive dealer.
Mondavi is the house wine served and
Another major dealer trend to ensure success has been the development of auto malls.
The number is (714) 881-1502. The
This is truly a retail automotive concept that is here to stay. Thousands of malls have the two-page wine lisL has a large number
sprung up across the nation, and many are flourishing here in the Inland Empire. There's of moderately priced wines. The service Castaway's Restaurant is located at 670
now significantly large auto malls in Corona, Norco, Ontario, Pomona, San Bernardino, was outstanding, from the moment we saL Kendall Drive in San Bernardino.
Riverside, and Palm Springs. And there are proposed malls going into Hemet, Moreno down until we were ready for our check.
The food portions were plentiful and the
Been To Any Good Restaurants? Know
Valley and Palmdale.
quality
was
excellent.
The
Southscas
setof
A Great Little Place Where They Make
Those malls, as well as individual dealerships, that appear healthiest are generally older with small lease or mortgage payments and overhead costs, or are smartly amalgamat- ting carried over to the food with their The Best ??? Then send the establishment's
unique Polynesian bread that had a mildly name to Willaim Anthony, 3535 Inland
ed, market-research based, well capitalized entcrpnses.
Another common way Inland Empire new car dealers arc staying ahead of the game is sweet flavor. Desserts included cakes, Empire Blvd.. Ontario. CA 91764
by cxoanding their used car sales. Because Califomtans tvoicallv kcco their new cars and mousse, pralines, chocolate suicide cake

doubt, yes--as long as they keep the excellent entertainment."

The Doubletree Inn is located at

3555 R ound Barn Boulevard, Santa
Rosa.
Call 1-800-833-9595 to
m ake

reservations.

~een Somewhere Special? Good Service?
Lutle-Known Secretllideaway? If so. send
Weekend Time Out Suggestions To:
lngnd Anthonv
CIO Inland Empire BI~riness Journal
3535 Inland Emp1re Blvd.
Ontario. CA 91764

Cast Off For The
Castaway's

proudly presents

RALPH NADER

WEDNESDAY

trucks longer, the number of used auto dealers in Californ•a has nscn 39 percent over the
last I 0 years.
These are just a few of Lhe things dealers arc doing to stay in the ring. But their resourcefulness is constantly bemg tested m new ways. They must take mto account more
variables than ever before.
From the Iraqi crisis and the price of steel, to the Inland Empire's smog problem, local
dealers are having Lo take a long, hard look at how they're doing business and what Lhey
must now do to succeed. Steppmg into the retail automouvc ring tS certainly not like it
used to be. For most dealers, it's a real fight right now. But if retail automotive dealers
are true to form , most will win bigger and better than ever. And those that don't win
'
will undoubtedly go down swinging.

Consumer Advocate

OcTOBER 3, 1990
7:30P.M.

GYMNASilM

Ms. Chris Sutherland is General Manager of The Impact Group, the area's largest full
service advertising agency located in Redlands. Ms. Sutherland's many years of broad experience in retail automotive advertising, allow her to not only write for the industry but
to head up the agency's retail automotive department as well.

and

" R iverside" Cont. From Page I

area of the Santa Ana River.

ADVANCE TICKETS ARE REQUIRED

General Admission .......$IO.OO
Students . .. .. ... ... _. .$ Z.SO

WES BANNISTER
GOP candidate for
California Insurance
Commissioner

~ckets available at the A.S.I. Box

Office 88~-5933 or School of Business
& Public Administration 880-5700

SPONSORS

~Board of Councillon
J:::::f Scho::
•.~_.Inland
. . ._ COO
onunlttee
Bmpire Man.gement Center

• School of ~haines and Public Administra .
• CSUSB Intellectual Ute and Visitin
• The Inland Bmpn Buaineaa

1

The Jurupa project is proposed for the same area.
Riverside has asked that we make major changes in our project plans to comply with
their 5-acre zoning policy. However, we feel
Riverside is insisting on standards for the Jurupa project which arc much stricter Lhan
those it applies to developments within its own city limits.
For example, the city complained that our project, which proposes lots in excess of
20,000 square feet Lo meet Norco's 1(2-acre lot requirements, are not large enough.
However, Riverside has approved subdivisions in the immediate area which are much
srnaUer than ours. Riverside has approved lots as small as 8000 square feet and Jess for
development in the area, which also borders the same Santa Ana River and the same
~i!dlife area The city has also approved a planned residential development allowing denSlUes _o~ approximately six units per acre in the area. It has even given its ok to projects
contammg 10,000- and 20,000-square-foot lots.
So w~t give~? W~y are those projects ok, while ours is deemed unacceptable?
"J?le City of Rivesnde also complained of the effect street lights in the proposed Jurupa
pro)CCt w~d have on adjoining wildlife areas. Although the argument is legitimate, the
Jurupa P~Ject would use shielded lights at intervals of 500 feet. The city of Riverside,
meanwhile, has approved projects using unshielded lights at 200 foot intervals adjacent
the same areas.
i~nd Lhere are other examples of Riverside's dual standard, but we think readers get the
We don't disagree with all of Riverside's concerns. We simply feel the city should apply the same standard to all projects.

0uIcKIFill in the blank.
Finding. screening. hlnng. and training
new employees takes a lot of Lime.
You nttd help now, and you
nttd to act quickly.

h . . . ., . .
C11I us. Well provide qualiOed

crtdlts or our On·ThNob Training
program that saYts you money.
Need good employees? Think of us Orst.
Well help you 011 Jn lhe blanks.
Working together. wt ~
our community and economy by
putung Individuals to work.
Call us today•

The
p .

people. pre-screened to your
nttds. who really want to
work. You can hire lhe
employee ofyour cholet.
plus you may qua!Jfy for
•
federal and state tax
a~s.........,.....

Jlldu:=r

nWfe ,....._

c_,

Our servlct Is free. and f t
look forward to work!~
wtlh 1\NIU
v
•

BuslntsS and lomlgo<....,1!1l'f11 worlcfng IO!It!Mr.
10 lcttp our a>mmuniiJI uorlnng.

It's The Partnership That Works!
lbtt'~Mk~Cun5ak«nn¥UIII!d.lallarlaastnlrdpne..IObt.'rr..,._,~~· 11 s.rarn...c.,...
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Meeting Facilities

Inland Empire 25 Largest Hotels

??? Answers For The Inland Em ire ???

Ranked by Total Square Feet of Meeting Facilities

QUESTION: ~~ould the stat~ legislature establish regional planning boards whose authority would supersede that of Cltles and countzes on such issues as landfills, prison locations and air pollution?

.ti.9..W
Address
City/State

Barbara Sheldon

Meeting

Largest

.R.Q.Q.ru

M..!..n..J:..,

• Total
• Sq. Ft.
• Tot. Sq. Ft. • Capacity

Bckgrnd. ~
Headquarters
•Built
• Rennovated

Y.t.l!.r..:!

Hotel OWcials
General Mngr.
Convention Mngr.
Hotel Phone/Fu

facilities1U.2.m
Amenities
• Rooms
Rate Range
• Suites
• May be
• Banquet
seasonal

Mayor of the City of Banning

What are the _most significant iss_ues.~f our day in Southern California? Almost anyone's list is likely to include air pollution,
traffic, waste disposal, and the avallabthty of affordable housing. None of these can be solved on the local level
of government.
But who wants another level of government? It seems there is much discontent with all levels of government. Few are excited
about the notice of a new level. Yet these problems must be solved.
Ra~er than a new level of government, let's have some of the existing elected representatives serve on a regional governing
council.

1
2
3

4
Frank Burgess

5

president, Burgess North American Inc.
Banning

6

No, it would just be on~ more gover~rnent bureaucracy at the_ e~pense of the taxpayer. What we need is less government
~ureaucracy no~ more. Cny and counties must take the res~ons~bllny
be allowed to plan their own destinies. State leg~slatures are vy1~~ f~r power when they propose such leg1slat1on. It s time to put a moratorium on Assembly bills being

.an?

7

mtroduced, and, Its nme for local government to do their jobs.

\

8

9

Stephen Albright, President
The Economic Development Partnership, Inc.
and
Governor's Appointee,
South Coast Air Quality Management District

10

11

Some issues fa~ed by local elected off1cials do not respect political boundaries. It does make sense to have regional agencies that
address these kind of problems.
. I do thi~k. however, th~t the selection procedure for the members to sit on those regional bodies merits additional considerauon. Res_1dents of the ~eg1?n need to be assured that technical competency exists where decisions require more than just an understandwg of the policy 1ssues.

Joseph Painter
city manager
Cathedral City
I believe the ~tate of California h~s ~e rep~tation of having the most progressive local governments in the country.
The state Legislature should provtde mcennves, not mandates, for local governments on a volunteer basis, to use regional bodies as a tool to solve local problems.
By pooling our brain power and income, we are addressing our regional needs through our successful Coachella Valley Association of Governments.

12

Marriott's Desert Springs Resort
74855 Country Club Drive
Palm Desert, CA 92660
Radisson Palm Springs Resort
1600 N. lnd1an Ave.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Westin Mission Hills Resort
71-333 Dinah Shore Dr.
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
Stouffer Esmeralda Resort
44-400 lnd1an Wells Lane
Indian Wells. CA 92210
La Quinta Hotel Golf/ Tennis Re~.
4\1 499 [1\cnhoY>cr Drive
La Qumla, CA 92253
:\tarriott ' ., Rancho Las Palmas Re~.
41000 Rob !lope Drive
Rancho M1rage. CA 92270
Wyndham Palm Springs
888 E. TahqUitz Way
Palm Springs. CA 92262
Red Lion Hotel
222 N. Vineyard Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764
Pll1m Sprlogs Marqol~ Hotel
150 S. Indian Ave.
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Maruko Hotel & Convention Ct r .
295 Nonh .. E .. Street
San Bernardmo, Ca 92401
Clarion Hotel Ontario
2200 E. Holt Blvd.
OntariO, CA 91764
Ramada Resorl llotel
2800 S. Palm Canyon Dr.
Palm Spnngs. CA 92264

H yatt Grand Champion!> Resort
44 600 lmhan Wcll5 Lane
lnchan Well~. CA 92210
The Racquet Club of Palm prings
2743 North lnd1an Ave.
Palm Spnngs. CA 92262
Ontario Airport Hilton
700 N. Haven Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764
Palm Springs Hilton
400 E. Tahqultz Way
Palm Springs. CA 92262
Double Tree Res.TDes. Prln. CC
Vista Chino at Landau
Cathedi&l City. CA 92234
Griswold's Claremont Center
555 West Foothill Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91711
Lake Arrowhead Hilton Resort
27984 Hwy J 89
Lake Anowhcad, CA 92352
Spa Hotel & Mineral Springs
100 No. Indian Ave.
Palm Springs. CA 92262
The Ritz-Carlton, Rancho )1irajle
68-900 Fr3lllc. Smatra Drive
Rancho Mirage, CA 92270
Holiday Inn llotel & Con f. Ctr.
1200 Umvcrsuy Ave.
Riverside. CA 92507
S11n Bernurdioo Hilton
285 E. Hospitality Lane
San Bernardino. CA 92408
Sheraton Riverside
3400 Market St.
R1verside, CA 92501
International Hotel Resort
1800 East Palm Canyon Drive
PaJm SPrin~ts CA mM
B=Busmess Service
C=Concenge
FP=Free Parking
G=Golf Course
N= Non-smokjng Rooms P=Pool On Site

13

(R-Riverside)
I favor the easing of restrictions imposed by the state. I do not believe it is beneficial to supersede decisions made at the local

level.
Restructuring the levels of government and adding additional levels of bureaucracy would only add to an already burdensome
process.
Ra!her than adding to the present bureaucracy, I would prefer legislation that would enable the present system to operate more
efficiently.

Senator Bill Leonard
(R-Upland)

No, th~ Legisl~ture should not create new levels of gov~rnment or reg_ional bureaucracies. Regional entities have arbitrary
boundanes, are Isolated ~rom the ~oters, and have questionable authonty. Regional governm~nts will only require higher taxes
and more paperwork while producmg less than can now be produced by local government. Ctties and counties are perfectly capable of handling the demands of the citizens in their jurisdictions and implementing state mandated programs.

-

18,000
2.500

1987
1990

TLS Partnership
Rancho Mirage

546

Open Aug.

4)

1991

23
33.000

15.000
1.200

1989
N/A

Stouffer
Solin. Oh1o

25

10,000

17,000
1.100

1926
1989

CRl
Rockville. Md.

25
29.700

13.224
1.7b5

1979
1990

Equ1table
Wash. D.C.

14
26.487

12,571
1.200

1987

II
23.388

12.800
1.200

1981
1990

13
20,000

9.500
1,060

1985
1989

New York

8
19.000

12.996
1.500

1988
N/A

Maruko, Inc.
Tokyo. Japan

12

5,900
700

1986
N/A

N/A
N/A

3 . 690
540

1975
1989

AI Coler
Palm Springs
Hyatt Hotels &
RcsorLS
ChJCU~O. lL
Larry Lawrence
San D1ego

1987
1990

28
45.000

20.000
1,200

23
40,000

18,425
9

1B.OOO

NA

J7
17,000

7,900
850

1976
1988

5

1930
1989

"Trammell Crow
Company
Dallas. TX
Red Lion Hotels &
Inns
Vancouver, Wash.

Pri:n cess I ntnl.

23
560
44
23
640
25
25
450

410
158
13
340
11
264
90
13
237
16

8
300
6
6
282
180

9
334
334

$79-315*

C,F,PP,O.GS,HJ.
L.N,P,R,T, W,X
C.CB.CR.F.FP,G.
GS,H.I.L, .P,R.T

w
B.C.CR.FP.G.GS,
H.l.L,P,R,T. W.X
$70-240 "

B.CR.F,FP.G.GS
H.l.L.N.P.R.T.W.

$55-195•

:S,C.CR,F,FP,GS
H.I.L.N,P.R.W. X

S 109-154

B,CR.F,FP,GS,H,
I.L,N.P,R,W,X

$69-JOS•

:S,C.CR,F,GS,H.I
L,N,P.R,T,X

$74-84

B.CR,FP.GS.H.I.L
N.R,W.X

$99-152

B.C,CB,CH,CR.F
FP,GS.H,J,L.N,P,R
T.W.X
R.C.CR.FP.GS.H.
l.L. . P.R.X

X

S50-195•

$95-300•

B.C,F,FP.G.GS.H.
l,L.N,P,R.T.W

S79-179 •

B,C.CR.F.FP.GS.
H,L.P.R.T,W.X

$100-130

B,C.CR.F,fP,GS
H,I,L,P,R,W.X

$75 -225 •

C.CR,FP.GS,H,I.L
N.P.R.T.W,X

$49·225*

B.C,F,FP,O,OS,R
l,L.N,P,R,T,W,X

S75+

CR.FP,GS,H.I.L.N
P,R.W.X

17

!50

15

12
15,645

5.300
750

1985

10

5.400
700

1981
1990

7,400
540

1985
1990

14.500

4,490
375

19

11

4,004

13,000

450

20

9
12.500

7.900
900

1963
1987

Spa Assoc.
Santa Barbara. CA

8.400
1.000

1988
N/A

Ritz Carlton Hotel
Atlanta, GA
N/A
N/A

207

Harbaugh Hotels
Lo~ Angeles. CA

248
12
15
296

10

5

15.000

14
14,600

13

HIUltington Sea
Cliff Corporation
Huntington :Sch.
The Walters Co.
Beverly Hills, CA

300

289
13

1969
1988

Canandian PacJ
Metro. Life
Phoemx.. AZ
N/A
N/A

1983
1990

HSM Propettie~
Santa Monica. CA

261
18
11

$159· 199

230

$45-!55•

CR,F,FP,GS.H.L
N.P.R.T.X

595·295*

B,C,CR,F,FP.GS
H,I,L,N.P,R.T,W

NJA

9
10
259
61

10

14
280

14
13

9

21

I t,642

22

I 0.735

7.110
700

1968
1975

23

15

5,000

10.000

600

!972179
1990

24

9
7.500

2.036
290

1987
N/A

MHM Mgt.
Dallas, TX

5

3,105

1973

lntem•tionel

6,918

300

1989-90

25

B.C.CR.F.FP
G,GS ,HJ.L,N,P,R,
T,W
B.C.CR,F,FP,GS.
H .I. L.N.P.R,T,W,

X

20

17.000

17

$79-169•

20
25

14

18
Assemblyman David Kelley

1960
1989

891
65
33
462
36
4

25,000
2,000

4.000
450

16

$85-320•

Marriou Hotels &
Resorts
Wa.~h. D.C.
Radisson Hotels
Minneapolis

33
51,000

10

20
6
240
21
9

B,CR.P,PP.GS,H
L,N,P,R,T,W.X

S49-62

R,CH,CR.F.FP.GS
H.l.L.N.P.R.W.X

$65-95

:S,CR,FP.GS,H.I.
L.N.P.R,W.X

14

5

$69-250

27
6

Hotel
Palm Sorinu. CA

CB=Comphmentary Cont. Break.
GS=Gift Shop
R=Restaurant
T=Tennis

255
14

2

CR=Corporate Rates
l=in-room mov1es
H=Handicapped Rrns

$69-149•

B.C.CB.CH.CR
FP,GS.HJ.L.N,P
R,W.X
B,CH,CR,F,FP

GS.l.L.N.P.R.X

John

Cerlale

·"~1

Tim Groves
619· 341·2211/.341·1730
Gary Griggs
Gary Gnggs
619-327-8311/327-4323
Larry Scheerer

Bonnie Best
619-328-5955/321-2955
A.
Stewart- Moore
Bernard Schcrbaum
619-773-4444/773-9250
Judy Vossler-Woodard
M1chael O"Hearn
619-564-41 ll/564-7656
Paul Co rsinita
Bonme Taxman
619-568-2727/568-5845
Kieran "Mae" Mc:-'eill
Liz Grassl
619-322-6000/3 22-5351
Jim Jones
Mike Machanik
714-983-0909/983-8851
Ckarus Routet
Bill Ransom
619-"322-2121/322-2380
Colln Strange
M1chael Krouse
714-381-6181/381-5288
Butch
Shpiller
Carmen Keiser
714-986-8811/391-6151
Carl Burnburg
Bill Clark
619-327-3744/320-4861
Rich Cortese
Bmcc Gchnng
619-341-1000/568-2236
William Barnett
Sharon Clipper
619-325-1281/325-3429
Jeffrey L. Pickens
Deborah Gewoek
7l4-980-0400/980-1615
Artab Dada
Robin Shorr
619-320-6868/320-2126
Robert DeVoe
Robin Hannon
619·322-7000/322-6853
Kjeld Poscbmann
Tammy Moore
714-626-2411/624-0756
George Kaptaals

Darlene Nantais
714-336-1511/336-1378
William Marzonie
George Magdeleno
619-325-1461/325-3344
Wolfgang Baere
Tim Herrmann
619·321-8282/321-6928
Allen Wallace
Freddie Field
714-682-8000/682-7095

Reiner Rletlg
Lorna Tha.yet
714-889-0133/381-4299
Faiz Qureshi
Harry Btanconi
714-784-8000/369-7127
Gary Baker
~,
Audrey Dobson
:
6J9-323-1111/322-Hm :

F=Fitness Facihty
CH=Comp. Coclc:t. Hour
L=Lounge
W=Wcekcnd Packages
X=Transfers from nearest Airport

NA=Not Applicable WND=Would Not Disclose The informauon m the above list was obtamed from the compan1es listed. To the best of our knowledge the information supplied is accurate
as of press time. Wh1le every effort 1S made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the hst. omissions and typograph1cal errors sometimes occur. Please send corrections or addtions on
company leuerhead. to tl1e Inland Emptre Business Journal. 3535 Inland Empire Blvd", Ontario, CA 91764. - Researched by Stephen Tucker
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ust completing it's 103rd birthday,
Colton is one of the fastest growing cities in San Bernardino County.
Colton is located near the cities of Riverside and San Bernardino.
Traversed by three interstate highways
and three intersecting railroads, Colton is
minutes from Ontario International Airport, the second largest airport in Southern
California.
Three interstate highways (I-10, 1-215,
and the 60 freeway) provide truck routes
convenient to a number of local truck terminals. The easy on and off access provided to numerous Colton locations allow for
convenient and efficient movement
throughout the city and areas to the north,
south, east and west. In addition to the
three major adjoining highways, a fourth ,
1-15, joining the Inland Empire and San
Diego, is just west of Colton.

T

opment w1ll cover approximately nine
acres and will be anchored by a Stater
Bros. market and Thrifty Drug Store. The
commercial project is being developed by
Colton Pacific Associates, a limited partnership formed for this project. Pacific
Summit Development Co., of Laguna Niguel, is the managing general partner and
Weyerhauser Co., is the limited partner.
Several public improvements w1ll also
occur with the development of the project,
including the RDA funding for upgrading
of the Reche Canyon Channel and traffic
signal improvements along Barton Road to
improve traffic circulation.
Project construction is currently under
way. Completion of the commercial portion is scheduled for October 1990, and
completion of the first phase of the residential portion is scheduled for ovcmbcr
1990.

he City's residential population has
doubled from 20,000 in 1980, to
40,000 in 1989. During the past five
years, Colton has experienced 41 percent
growth, including 14 percent in 1988
alone. The average home price in Colton is
approximately $120,000.
The majority of new home construction
has occurred in the West Valley portion of
the city. Other high growth areas are Cooley Ranch and Reche Canyon which are located on the eastern portion of the city.
Construction is currently taking place for
an 82-acre mixed-use development located
within the Santa Ana River Redevelopment Project. The development includes a
single-family housing development, an elementary school, a city park, and a shopping plaza.
The housing tract portion will cover 52
acres for 212 single family homes. The
homes will be built on lots from 7200 to
11,000 square feet and range in price from
$150,000 to $225,000. The homes will be
built by J.C. Manning Co.
The project will also contain a 10-acre
elementary school site and 2.5-acre city
park site.
The shopping plaza portion of the devel-
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This 500,000-square-foor indusrna/ park is parr of Co/ron's Santa Ana River redevelopment
area.

Cove Center

indusirial!Commercial '"'
Development

Located on La Crosse Street at 1-215 Freeway ncar DeBerry, the recently completed
Cove Center is 100,000-squarc-foot mixeduse development des igned for office, retail
and industrial uses. Total investment for
opulation growth has been matched
the project is SS.S million.
by a large increase of industrial and
commercial construction. More Than 4
million square feet of industrial space has Washin gton OWce P laza
been built in the last three years. The new
Located on the southwest comer of
developments include:
Washington Street and Santo Antonio
Drive, the Washington Office Plaza is a
Centerpo jnte Bus jness Pa r k
three-story, 72,000-square-foot office develLocated on Via Lata just north of Cooley opment. Major tenants include Wang, EnDrive. The Centerpointe Business Park is a tre Computer and Paychex Inc.

P

104,000-square-foot, five-building business
park located in Cooley Ranch. Phase I was
completed earlier this year. Total investment for the project is S2 million.
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C

ommercial activity has also kept
pace with residential growth, particularly
in the Cooley Ranch area which
Coolev Ranch lndustrja! Center
is located at the 1-215, Washington Street/
The 43-acre Cooley Ranch Industrial Mt. Vernon interchange. Recent developments include completion of Courtyard
Center (located on Cooley Drive at I-215
Freeway and Southern Pacific Railroad) Shopping Center which is anchored by Alconsists of seven multi-tenant industrial bertson's, Payless Drug, Sprouse Reitz and
Trac Auto.
buildings totaling 900,000 square feet.
The Redevelopment Agency is also parStater Bros. Markets opened a new railticipating
with Gatlin/Berger Developserved warehouse facility within the project. Other major tenants include Uni- ments Inc., of Carlsbad, to develop a new
source, Roger's Bindery and McCrory 25-acre retail shopping center. The new
center, scheduled to open Fall 1991, will
Stores.
be anchored by a 125,000-square-foot WalMan retail center. The Wal-Mart store will
be one of the first to be located in California. The entire shopping center, which
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----..,--, consists of over 250,000 square feet in retaiVcommercial space, is projected to generate approximately $976 million in annual sales and bring approximately 450 new
permanent full-and pan-time jobs.
The city Redevelopment Agency is also
participating with the K-Man Corp. to develop a new 105,000-square-foot store
plus a garden shop in Cooley Ranch. KMan is projecting to generate $25 million
in annual sales. The store will create approximately 350 new jobs. In the agreement with the developer, the Redevelopment Agency has the option to purchase a
parcel from the project in order to develop
additional commercial space.

1be majority of downtown Colton is
within lWO RDA project area. which were

formed in the 1950s under the guidelines
of the Federal Urban Renewal Programs.
Although the areas were physically redeveloped, the downtown is lacking in vitality.
In an effort to create a second wave of redevelopment activity in downtown, several
projects and new programs have been initiated including a downtown median and
right-of-way landscape/hardscape improvement project, a farmer's market, concert in
the park, historic street light district and a
new facade improvement program. In addition, a major effort to develop an RDAsponsored, 100-unit Senior Housing Complex, located directly across from city hall
a new positive image for downtown and
the entire community.

f Infrastructure

S

everal infrastructure improvements,
sponsored by the Redevelopment
Agency, are under construction. These include SIS million in circulation improvements in the Cooley Ranch Redevelopment Agency Project area.
For plan review purposes, the project is
currently divided into three phases, proposed modifications to the east side of the
Washington Street Bridge, widening of the
bridge itself, and improvements west of the
1-215 Freeway extending north to the Mt.
Vernon Avenue 1-10 interchange. The plan
allows for all existing on- and off-ramps to
be improved and remain open.

a com
pre hen
•
SIVe referral
and product
•
linking serv1ce.
•
sem1nars
workshops

Whether
you need
assistance or
iust have a
question c a II
•
( a I i f .
I n

A

n overall economic development
strategy has been designed to help
alleviate the jobs housing imbalance which
exists from the recent heavy emphasis on
residential construction. The elements of
the strategy include continued concentration on rctaiVcommercial development in
order to provide for expanded shoppi ng opportunities for new and existing residents
and attraction or businesses which arc intended to expand job creation. In addition, a
major focus on the redevelopment of older
commercial corridors within the city is a
major priority.
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THE FIRST NAME IN
OFFICE FURNITURE RENTAL

Koll: Setting Up A Joint Venture Deal

ROBERTS

Cont. From Page 16

.......,

Ontario As
Southern California's
Transportation Hub

Business Education
In The Year

2000

The Future of the
Public/Private
Relationship

By l im Fat/and

By Stepan Karamardian,

By Sen. Bill Leonard

dean , G raduate School of Management
University Californ ia, Riverside
O ntario has the opportunity to propel our reg1on to economic prominence in Southern Cali f ornia. Through
planning today, Ontano could be home to Southern CalI fOrnia's fine~t transporwuon center comple" by the end
of the decade
lmagme a sup.::r transportation center cons 1qmg of a
ne\\ :mline term mal, sup.::r-sp.::ed tram stop, convention
center, p.::ople mcwcr 'i)'Stem , Amtrak Station, commuter r,ul and maJOr hotel anchors.
A p.::oplc mover sy•aem could link maJor hotel s. convention center, restaurants, rcg1onal shopp1ng malls,
Ont.mo :\hils F:.tctory Outlet 1\lall, downtO\\ n Ontano,
mrport tern1mal and the sup.::r-spced tram term mal.
The super-speed tram stop would hnk Ontario w 1th
Anahe1m and Las Vega . The super-speed tram would
prov1de an al tcrnauve transportauon mode mstead of airltnes and automob1les. The super-speed tram w ould have
additional desunations to San Francisco, Sacramento,
San Diego and other Southwest U nited States cities.
Major hotel anchors could be built at the airline terminal and at the convention center.
What must Ontario do to ensure Southern Californ1a's
finest tranSportauon center?

D uring the past twenty years, as the U.S. ind ustry
moved towards a more service onentcd industry, a phenomenal surge m demand for hu-;mess education took
place m this country at both the graduate and undergraduate l evels. Today appro:o.1matcly one out of every four
bachelor and m:.htcrs degrees con ferred by U.S. umvcrslue i s m business admm1strauon.
A s the demand for husmess degrees mcrcascd the character of the field nsell changed sJgnil1cantly. Up to th e
earl y 1970s busmess cduLauon \\a-; cons1dered by many
of the cine un1vcrs1\les as h<:mg acadcm1cally second
rate. Today th1s atutudc has undergone dramauc change.
The sub fields of fmancc, marl..eung, management
science and organ1zaUonal behavior have reached maturity and have found academ1c respectability of thw own.
T he art of business is rapidl y becoming a complex
science of management technology.
A s we approach the 2 1st century several quesu ons
concerning the future o f business education come to
m ind. Among them , a) Will the strong demand contin-

Local /Regional Control of
Ontario Airport:
The Ontano City Council. w 1th the support of business suouos. has cstJhll shed a Blue R1bbon commlltcc
to explore alternauvcs relative to the acquiSitiOn of Ontano International A1rport. The commlltce w 111 exam me
three sccnan o : mamtam mg the status quo; reacqUISitiOn of ONT by the city of Ontano; and the posSibil ity of a rcg10nal JOint powers authonty opera ting
the airport. The committee w1ll report back to the O ntario City Counc1l wi th findings and recommendauons.
The Blue Ribbon Commmec will consi st of II members. The Ontario City Council will appoint five members. The remaining members will be representatives of
the Ontario Chamber o f Commerce, Friends of Ontario
Airport, Inland Empire Economic Council, Baldy View
Public Private Coalition , SANBAG and the Riverside
County Transportation Commission.

Secure Super-speed Train Stop:
The Ontario City Council is on record in support of a
stop on the proposed super-speed tram from Anaheim to
L as V egas. A partner ship headed by Bechtel Corp. of
San Francisco was awarded the contract to buil d the S5blllion proJect. T he f1rm proposed two poss1bl c routes
through the valley: along I I 5 with an Ontan o stop and
along the R1vers1dc 91/215 Freeway with stops 1n Riverside and Colton. These alternati ve routes will pit Ontano and Colton m dlfcct compeution.

Convention Center:
The C ity of O ntario has completed feasibility and fiscal impact stud1es w h1ch support a convention center.
City Counc1l authorization will be requested to commence site analysis and funding alternatives.
The public and private sectors working together can
malte great things happen for Ontario and the entire region.

Jim Farland is an Ontario city coiUICilman. He is also
riUIIIing for mayor of that city in the November election.

As we approach the 21st Century several questions conc erning the future of
bu siness education come to mind.
Among th em , a) Will the strong demand continue? and, b) What will be
some of th e new f eatures of its
curriculum ?
ue? and, b) What w1ll be some of the new feat ures of 1ts
curnculum?
All s1gns indicate that the demand for business educauon by domestic and foreign students alike will continue
to be strong beyond the year 2000, especially at the
MBA and executive post MBA levels. A n increasing
number of foreign students from Eastern Europe and the
Soviet Union will engage in MBA education as their
economies move more in the direction of free markets.
These arc in addition to the already large number of students from the Pacific Rim countries.
The emerging highly competiti ve global nature of
business coupled with intensive foreign inves tments and
interests in this country w ill have a major impact on the
direction of business education . Different management
ph1losophies and cultural styl es w11l influence and shape
the business curriculum and how it i s taught. Business
leaders who can be successful in the international arena
will be at an absolute prem 1um.
To prepare the busmess manager of the 2 1st century,
new rcqulfemcnts 10 bus10ess educauon may incl ude profiCiency 10 a second language; and, knowledge of geograph y. h1st0ry, r eligiOn and values across the worl d's
cultures.
A practical way to accomplish th1s may be through intemauonal 10tcrnsh1p exchange. Business students, as
part of their educational progr am, may spend si x to
twelve months as 10terns 10 a forc1gn country workm g
10 a fore1gn corporauon where they could obtain fluericy
in local language and cultural experience.
While the educational field of management is a U .S.
product, the question is will U .S. business education
continue to be dominant in the global educational arena?
And further, will the MBA degree itself continue to be a
major expon of U.S. universities? The challenge for the
21st century to U.S. business education is to open management technology to the multicultural environment of
the global educational market place.

W e have witnessed several profound changes in busi ness or gam£atio n in recen t years, espec ially in th e
southland. Environmental controls and other governmen t
mandates have d1rcctly and md1rcL tly added maJOr costs
to manufacturers and agnculturc. T he future busmess climate therefore depends greatl y on go,·crnmcnt's response
to the challenges of rcconc il1ng cnv 1ronmcntal protecuon \\lth sound cconom1c pohc1cs.
To remam competitive, many hus1nc~scs arc cons1der1ng rclocaung in M cx 1co. Whil e th e management of
th.:sc enterpn scs can rema1n m Cali l orn 1a, the entry level positiOns and the line worl..ers arc now f'.lcxlcan.
\\ages arc lower , uniOnlt.auon prawcally d1sappcars, and
skilled blue collar JObs arc l ost. We have seen furniture
refi nishers, printers and apparel manufacturers go, and
there IS ind1cation that a move to Mcx1co is profitabl e
for growers, too. ( Bird's Eye of M ex 1co exported $29
m illion worth of frozen vegetables to the U .S . in 1989.)
A gr icultural operations are still a small par t of the migration o f American business to M exico, but the increasing concern for pesucide and wa ter usc may make
relocation a profitable decision for more and more of our
state's agribusiness.
T hi s is not to say the environmental protection i s a
complete loss for our state's economy. Ccrtamly poi soning our land, water and air would bnng enterprise slowly
to a halt. A nother important source of prosperity in CalIfOrnia IS our tourism trade, wh1ch would ccruunly suf fer
if we al lowed our coastl ine, lorcsL~ anti dcsens to d1c.
l lowcvcr, the proh1b1Uve command and control regulalion with '"h1ch we currently fig ht cnv1ronmcntal damage w ill dn vc business out of the state. We have seen i t
happen. I prefer mark et-based mccntl vcs wh1c h allow
people and busmcsses to choose among altcrnauvcs and
dcc1dc for themsel ves which methods they can afford. I
am not opumisuc that environmentalists w il l accept
this new approach to cleaning the environment, and I believe we w1ll all pay the price for their shortsightedness.
Small businesses are the most vulnerable to these regulatory costs, which is significant because the success of
small business i s the success of the California economy.
One out o f eight small businesses in the Uni ted States
i s located in California, and the greatest growth industries, as predic ted by Well s Fargo in its April 1990
study, w ill be in temporary help agenci es, apparel and
biotechnol ogy.
So far California has been able to keep the management and service sector j obs. It i s critical for California's
economic prosperity that the support necessary for this
happy Situation remains. Educa tion, primary through
college level , must be reformed to do the j ob necessary
to tram a new generation. We have seen that throwmg
money at the problem w11l not work-- there must be
struc tural and philosophical reform ol educauon dccentralllc admm 1strauon, 1ncrease standards, and restore local control.
I have been a strong proponent of school choice to
prov 1dc compeuuon and the incentive to 1mprove in our
schools. I f we fail at this task we lose the major advantage we have over our neighbors · • a uniq ocl y welleducated work force.
The business people and entrepreneurs of the future
California w1ll also need places to live, and transportation from home to work. Genuine affordable housing
comes only when development is freed from the insanely
long approval process, when interest rates are reasonable, and when zoning permits a variety of housing stock
to be built where people need iL The governmental decisions which dictate these variables are political ones, yet
the trend more and more is for these decisions to be
made w1thout public debate or public accountability.
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RENTS FURNITURE

Keith accepted our offer and indicated that the fmn
liked the concept that i ts employees would be able
to live and w ork in a progressive c ity wi th a large
supply of housing. K eith agreed to pre-lease
50,000 square feet in the 63,000-square-foot structure, the largest off ice lease in Moreno V alley's

Call Us, we'll come to you (714) 757-1910

We need you.

history.
With this pack age in hand, we w ere ready to approach a financial partner. O ak Springs, Inc., a
real estate investment fmn which shares our confidence in the f uture o f Moreno Valley, was selected
and became part of the joint venture. Now, with
the participatio n of the l andowner, with major tenam commitments, with a f inancial partner and the
involvement of the Ci ty's Redevelopmen t A gency,
we approached the I ndustrial Bank of Japan for Ph il Helling is v<ce president •n
construction fi nancing and the deal was made.
charge of d(!Velopmenl for all of
Koll Corporate Center M oreno V alley w ill mRivers<de County for the
elude, in addition to the 63,000-squarc-foot office
Ko/1 Cos. Southern
building, a 138,000-square-foot m ulti-tenant i ndusCaliforn ia Division.
trial facility and a 26,000-square-foot retail bui ld1ng
in the first phase. Plans also call for a 100-r oom hotel, add1uonal restaurants and 12
acres available for build- to-suit or sales to office and industrial users. Complcuon of the

'M:'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR UFE

. .
.
entire project is scheduled for latel992.
We selected the DeRevere Partnership, Newport Beach, an award-wmnmg architectural
fum, to plan and design the complex which will be built by Koll Construction and managed by Koll Management Services.
.
A four-way joint venture, including the landowner, developer, maJOr tenant an_d financial source •• and with the city's Redevelopment Agency as a close partner •• IS somewhat unusual, but that is the type of creative and progressive deal-malting required in to·

Now you can modcntally dominate CaJorom<a stale oncome taxes, become judgment proof and
more as an adjunct to your pnmary business purpose. For pnvacy, anonymity and proloction ...
Nevada beats Delaware hands down. Even you are already incorporated, I here are great

1r

day's real estate marketplace.
.
.
.
And this is an example of the creative types o f deals we w1ll be focusmg on m the In-

~~GHFLI;;E;ss0cifl:l-Es, INC.

land Empire during the coming years.

1000 E. William St Carson City, NV 89701

Nader: Consumer Insurance Organization Needed

@'
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1-800/648-0966 FAX (702)883-4874

Cont. From Page I

Prop 103. to which Nader refen. was the 1988 auto insurance tntttattve approved by
California voters. Nader's suggestion for an Consumer Insurance Orgamzation, ow lined
in the article below, has not been adopted by Legislature . In 1988. the Senate approved
the idea, but it was def eated in the Assembly. Following. in part. is Nader's article:

PRESENTING A CHANCE OF A LIFETIME OPPORTUNITY

The authors of Prop. 103 knew full well that consumers would have to be empowered
to safeguard the initiative from subversio n by the industry and i ts offic1al allies. So
when they drafted the measure, they incl uded a provision to es tabli sh an independent
consumer insurance organi zation staffed by insurance experts to intervene on behalf of
consumers in regulatory proceedings before the state insurance comm1ssion. Thi s i s ex-

Cotyopoly <S a featured g<fl. game and accessory otem <n upscale
department. toy. and spec<alty stores It <S also marketed th rough
p romot ions m newspapers, chanties, and rad <O and l elev<slons
slatoons
In every market C<lyopoly has entered the game has
generated great communoty enthus1am and extens<ve med1a ex posure.

CASH BENEFITS FOR A LOCAL CHARITY!

actly what consumers need.
. .
.
Unfortunately, the California Supreme Court ruled that such a prov1s1on techmcally
violated a state institutional prohibition against naming a private corpora tion in a ballot
initiative. But the court did make it clear that the L egislature was free to pass a law
creating the rate-payer organization.
.
.
.
.
Here i s how it would work: Whenever an insurance company mads out Its bills, It
would be required to enclose a notice inviting policyholders to join an organization that
would fight for their rights and interests before the Insurance Department, the courts and
the Legislature. After voluntarily paying a modest membership fee, member policyholders would elect a board that would then hire a staff of professional insurance experts.
Because these experts would be accountable to consumers onl y, there would be no danger they would be co-opted by special interests (as frequently happens with government
consumer protection agencies). In addition, the Consumer Insurance Organization would
involve no expenditure of taxpayer money, nor any out-of-pocket ex pense for insurance
companies.
While those legislators who front for the insurance industry argue that consumers are
already well enough represented by existing consumer groups, they know full well that
on the regulatory battlefield these groups are badly outnumbered by an infinitely larger
and wealthier insurance industry. The fact is that the half-dozen or so consumer groups
in California that are active on insurance issues simply do not have the staff or technical
capability to challenge more than a few of the thousands of exemption petitions and rate
filings that the commissioner rules on.
After being trounced by consumers at the polls, insurers must find it very comfoning
indeed to lcnow that when it comes to implementing the rollbacks and rate regulation ordered by Prop. 103, consumers have their hands tied behind their backs.
Lilce ocher consumer protection measw-es, Prop. 103 is an instrument rather than a result Unless it is applied aggressivdy and by government officials who are serving their
rightful mastecs, it will not produce the intended result And the only way for consumers
to make sure that officials act in the public interest is to be there, walehing over their
sboulden every 11ep of the way.

Filly cents I rom the proceeds of each g ame sold w <ll be don ated to the
Cnppl e Ch oldrens Soc< el y

CITYOPOLY PROVIDES:
• An Exclus<ve opportunoty fo r busmesses to advert<se a nd <mmor·
tal oze lhe<r nam e and log o
• A c reatove avenue for h<ghhghting yo u r communoty 's ma1o r po mts
of m terest, att ractions, h <stonc landmarks and prom<nent busmesses
• A market<ng veh ocle for creato ng goodwill and ex pressmg C IVIC
pnde by pro moting images that make your city or organozat<on un<que
• Chantabl e fundra<s<ng opportunties

WITH CITYOPOL Y, YOU CAN COLLECT:

li

It

• Hogh lmpact/multople 1mpressoon adverlismg response
• The und<v<ded attent1on of target buyers for hours on end as
players' concenlral<on •s foc used mamly on advert<sers' names and
lo gos
• A return to ! <me-honored fam<ly and CIVI C values bnngong everyone
together to play a game.

INLAND EMPIREOPOLY
CALL AND RESERVE YOUR GAME SQUARE TODAY!

-Cityopoly is developed and marketed by
Elusive Dream Marketing Services
415 Tennessee St. • Redlands, California 92373 • (714) 793-7773
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New Business Listings
TNT Reports
Priscilla Tyler
32944 Green Harvest Ct.
Lake Elsinore 92330
El Cattle Co. Steak House
John K. Newland
31958 Mission Trail
Lake Elsinore 92330

New Business Listings

Large Monument Service
Breu Edwin Large
11035 Hercules Way
Mira Lorna 91752

Rich Publications
Amy Greene
941 Calle Negocio
San Clemente 92672

The Idea Company
Susan Wilcox
3663 Buchanan St. #71
Riverside 92503

Southern Calif. Inspection Services
Steven Clem
39760 Rustic Glen Dr.
Temecula 92390

Inland Valley Court Reporters
Claudette Ruffin
23729 Cadenza Dr.
Murrieta 92362

Leo's Shoe Repair
Yong Woon Lee
9525 Magnolia Ave.
Riverside 92503

Video Masters lnt'l
Tracy Snethen
27234 Park Ave.
Sun City 92381

International Designs & I n novationas
Clifford Wilson Jr.
3464 Edinburgh #2
Riverside 92507

Pizza Dilly
Kenneth P. Stamm
3152 Arlington Ave.
Riverside 92506
Curtis Custom Pools
Cunis Michael Malins
1325 Pico St.
Corona 91719

Cantrell's Industry
David Cantrell
22950 Mountain Ave.
Perris 92370
Western Cities Financial
1152 N. Mountain Ave. Ste. 101
Upland 91786

Synaptic Designs
Michael Vacovsky
3883 Buchanan St
Riverside 92503

Norstar Financial
Gilbert Frazin
27630 Commerce Center Dr. Ste. A
Temecula 92390

Business Services Unlimited
James A. Pomeroy Jr.
211 N. State St. Ste. 210
Hemet 92343
Searl Investment Properties
James A. Pomeroy Jr.
211 N. State St. Ste. 210
Hemet 92343
Lipsticks Entertainment Co.
Lee Brent Siekennan
19345 N.lndian
Palm Springs 92262
Capanelli
Gien D. Lindley
66042 Santa Rosa
Desert Hot Springs 92240
Eurica 1nternational Trading
Joan M. A1ken
41175 Chaparral Dr.
Temecula 92390
Valley West Design
Jan M. Aiken
24471 Ridgeworth Rd.
Murrieta 92362
Monterey/Fremont Street Partners
Michael A. Nicholas
27349 Jefferson Ave. #212
Temecula 92390
Matrix of Greater Los Angeles
Robert A. Roth
9010 0so Ave. Ste. B
Chatswonh 91311
Hospital Educational Foundation
of So. Calif.
National Health Foundation
201 N. Figueroa St. 4th Floor
Los Angeles 90012
The Connection A • Boutique
Jaclc.ie E. Glegh001
44216 Florida Ave.
Hemet 92344
The Gun Runner's Shop
John L. Franks, Jr.
5148 Shire l.Jl.
Riverside 92509

Jim Ketcbea's Realty
James Henry Ketchens
3763 ArlingiQil Ave. I1IJ7
Riverside~
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Space Applications Compa ny
Don Allison Gago
4960 Brooks St. # 1
Riverside 92506

Our Business
Edwin A. Jonas Jr.
11598 Leisure Way
Moreno Valley 92387

NVSOFT
Ruben Benegas
3243 Arlington Ave. Ste. 326
Riverside 92506

Creative Clothing
Barbara Bowers
1947 Eureka St.
Corona 91220

Columbian Stock Farm
Larry Lewis
30003 San Timoteo Cyn. Rd.
Redlands 92373

Lake Elsinore Christian School
Gayle Diuenbir
15136 Grand Ave. #14
Lake Elsinore 92330

Shea Homes
J .F. Shea Co., Inc.
1110 San Marino Ct
Corona 91719

Cbapparal Lodge
Ramon Reyes
1533 Chapparal Rd.
Palm Springs 92262

Control Panel Engineering
Charles Davidson
11170 Acheson Way
Riverside 92505

Johnny B. Goode
ViphearTan
12125 Day F-7
Moreno Valley 92388

Diamond Plumbing Co.
Robert Hernandez
10721 Hole Ave.
Riverside 92505

Equimaz Mortgage
Kenneth Peters
2399 Daventry Rd.
Riverside 92506

Moreno Valley Janitorial Services

IS YOUR BUSINESS GETTING
THE CREDIT IT DESERVES?

Sunset Homes
Samuel Arbizo
43511 Alexa Way
Hemet 92344
ASAP Word Arrangements
Kathleen Wolfe
1663 Dawn Ridge Dr.
Corona 91720

CALL US AND IT WILL!
\\"hen you need a bu iness loan, the last thing ~ou need is red tape and
doubletalk from a lender. ~nd that' exacll~ "hat ~ou won't get fi'Om
Caliber Bu iness Credit.
We cut thi'Ough the red tape to make it easier for
you to ecure long-term commercial finan cing
for the thing your business needs:

+ commercial real estate
+ construction

Postage Plus or Corona
Anna Diaz
131 McKinley #103
Corona 91719

I

+ working ca pital

+ ne'' equipment

Excalibur Iron
Rick Brent Carpenter
2 1427 Grand Ave.
Wildomar 92395
The Seed Stitch
Inger Lesage
27475 Ynez Rd. #409
Temecula 92390
Short Electric
Kevin Short
226 White Oak
Lake Elsinore 92330

+ machine'!
+ lea ehold impi'O\ements
+ lh.ed-as et acquisition

Individual Video Prod uctions
Perry Fisser
15077 Laurel Ln.
Lake Elsinore 92330

\nd because commerciallinancin~
i all \\·e do, ~ou'll ~et fa ter a ppl'O\a I,
fa ter fundin~ and fa ter en ice at
Caliber Bu ine Credit than
an)'' here el e.

Baldwin Financial Group, LTD.
Baldwin Leasing & Financial Service
41689 Enterprise Circle
Temecula 92390

So call us toda~ and make me your
bu ine s i getting the credit it deserves.

TIBNI Systems
Larry Phillips
2383 Hialean Circle
Norco 91760

tyNI Callber
Business Credit
\ I )I\ ''lUll ul
\alit'' 1\anl.. ul "\e\i1da
\11'1111)1'1" 1"1)1(

3401 Centrelake Drive, Suite 370
Ontario, CA 91761
Joanna Bruno or Jean Perlman
(800) 254-7043 . (714) 988-6188

~

Additional offices in Phoenix and San Diego.

Metro Towing
Leota Chancey
P.O. Box 7
Hemet 92843
R.V. Recyclers
Richard Breeden
11710 Sterling Ave.
Riverside 92503
Balloon Blessings
Beverly Simmons
11626 Sandp1per Ct.
Moreno Valley 92387

Juan Lopez
28936 Williams Ave.
Moreno Valley 92360
Hinckley and Schmitt Water Co.
Kai Smith
23900 Cold Springs
Moreno Valley 92387
Schneider & Associates
Havey Schneider
22741 Radnor Ln.
Moreno Valley 92387
Moreno Valley-Phelan Mortgage,
In c.
13117 Perris Blvd. Ste. lOS
Moreno Valley 92388
FAS Break Windshield Repair
Richard Conc'19966 Athenon Avc.
Perris 92370
A-I Radiator
Robert Hulse
2655 Main St.
Riverside 92501
Advanced Advertising Concepts
Gaylord Powell
10800 Hole Ave. St. #7
Riverside 92505
The Tax Service
Leslie Moore
28481 Rancho Calif. Rd. #104
Temecula 92390
Parkwest/Microage
Parkwest Swiss Limited
28465 Front St. Ste. 311
Temecula 92390
C & M Word Processing
Marjorie Prouts
12240 Perris Blvd.
Moreno Valley 92387
New Bombay Stores
1385 W. Blaine Ste. 3
Riverside 92507
Alvarez Plumbing
Marv Alvarez

8248 Buckingham
R1vcrs1de 92504

Balloon Images & Designs
Patricia Trinidad
2515 Heritage Dr.
Corona 91720

San Juan Festival
6212 Comstock Ave.
Riverside 92503
Coast Roofer & Plumbing Riverside
Mark Fowler
2737 S. Croday Ste. C
Santa Ana 92704
Baldwin Development
41689 Enterprise Ct.
Temecula 92390
CCI
George Engman
7374 Lariet Pl. #C
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

National Equipment Registration
Robert Vincent
10770 I Avenue
Hesperia 9234 5
Northwood

J .T. Sales Co.
Jane Thomason
3209 Locust St.
Riverside 92501
West Trails Mobile Homes
Fred Blaskovich
32930 Mission Trail
Lake Elsinore 92331
Payless Auto Sales
Tony Fuente
928 E. 6th St.
Corona 91719
Beco Electric Co. Inc.
Donald Bechtel
1128 Quarry St.
Corona 91719
Lotus Press
John Chitty
39690 Wildflower Dr.
Murrieta 92362
Collins Construction Services
Vincent Collins
35235 Los Alamos Rd.
Murrieta 92362

Harry B. White

5541 Orchard
Wrightwood 92397
Summit Psychological Services
Barry D. Bo~uman
2601 N. Del Rosa Ave.
San Bernardino 92404
C urtain Call
Betty Jane Starnes
7057 Davenport CL
Rancho Cucamonga 91701
C hina Duck
Due BaoChau
842 1 Haven Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga 91730
Jackpot
Peter Wong
2160 S. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino 92408
Karen 's Creations
Karen A. Phelan
1754 Albright Ave.
Upland 91786

Floor Coverings International
Charles Warren
23617 Big Butte
Canyon Lake 92380

Samson's
Danny John Morris
969 W. Foothill Blvd.
Upland 91786

On Deck Sports Cards
Michael A. Varela
31198 Comotilo Ct.
Temecula 92390

California Mini Blinds
Wayne Allen Wright
7450 Napa Ct.
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

Advanced Windshield Repair
Fiaz Mohammed
619 Walnut Dr.
Lake Elsinore 92330

Tropical Flavors
Supomchai Vannatim
9351 Felipe Ave.
Montclair 91763

Meineke & Son's Electrical Services
Brian Meineke
15035 1 Marcolesco Lane
Lake Elsinore 92330

California Autobank
Alex Jeffrey Castro
6356 Vineyard Ave.
Alta Lorna 91701

Baja Consultants
Anita Irizarry
29489 Via Los Colinas #116
Temecula 92390

Express It Mailboxes and More
TanstaO Management
302 S. Milliken El
OntariO 91761
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New Business Listings
Wienerscbnitzel 1543
Eric David Peterson
1381 E. Foothill Blvd.
Upland 91786

The New Eve
Carole Jane Oark
409 E. Citrus Ave.
Redlands 92373

Pacific Water and Air Systems
William D. Domer
1496 N. 1st Ave.
Upland 91786

La Corn Machine Machines
Albert Bias Favela
12535 Ross Ave.
Chino 91710

Lilac Market
Muhammad Ibrahim
1377 S. Lilac Ave.
Bloomington 92316

D and D Janitorial
Wilfredo Delgado
758 N. Linden
Rialto 92376

AS I
An Strahm, Inc.
6943 Stanislaus Pl.
Rancho Cucamonga 91701

Grecko Furnishings
David Young
772 Santa Fe
San Bernardino 92408

Professional Display Inland
Empire
Michael Schowalter

Ontario Prosthetics/Orthotics
Benjam in Phillips
4425 E. Airport 101
Ontario 91761

Holistic Health and Fitness
Karla Kay Sefcak
12742 Seventeenth SL
Redlands 92373

Pacific Green Landscape
Albert John Galuchie Jr.
3422 Valle Vista Dr.
Chino 91709
Precision Plastics
William Ashley Spencer II
8990 Cottage Unit D
Rancho Cucamonga 91730
Raspberries Candles and Charms
Brenda Lee Hoppe
565 Forest Shade A
Crestline 92325
Crestline Communications
Duval King
22910 Byron Rd.
Crestine 92325
Donut Express
Unilac
10722 Arrow Ste. 210
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

Dinrsillecl Recyclers of
So. Calif.
Elmer Mmdosa Dupdup
11511 Cedar Way

Meet John L. Marconi, President, and
Rich Macaluso, Assistant to the President
"We're a local company,
founded in Sarna Ana sixteen
years ago and represenled now
with seventeen branches in
five Southern California
counties. Some of the /lairtun original staff me~rs
are still here, doing busi~ss with the same clients
over the years," says
John Marconi, presidenJ
and founder of the company. 'That says something. We haven't lost
touch with what's important in this business, personal service, developing
good worlcing relationships with our
clients, and most
importaiiJiy,
closillr transactions quickly altd
efficie11Jiy.

Don Smith and Associates
Don B. Smith
11983 Senca Wy.
Chino 91710
Lil Rascals Gifts, Antiques
Lois Ann Grim
2812 Akron SL
San Bernardino 924()7
K and J LaWII

Service
Karen Lynn G.-cia
7838 Hickory Cr.
Rancho Cucamonga 91730

ADS
Calherine M. MC*l

A•ael's C•stomWindow Coveri•a
Angd Michael Mancillas

851 S. ML Vernon 11
Coli.OII 92324

3342 W.-ren Visla
Yucca Valley 92284

Henry Nadolny Business Services
Henry Nadolny
177UJ Osbourne Ave.
Chino 917r/J

Home Compliance Company

Clark and Associates
Bry~m a.ke Jackson
1790 Pampas
29 Palms 92277

TIMS Team Sports
Tim Howard Merriam
985 W. Kendal No. A
San Bernardino 924()7

Victorville 90 L P
Woodcrest Development of Riverside
12912 Topaz Cite.
Victorville 92392

Loma Linda 92354

executive
decision.

3535 Inland Empire
Ontario 91764

Blue Mountain Tile
William Earl Lake
22744 De Soto St.
Grand Terrace 92324

Cynthia Ross Robbins
9311 Sbadowood Dr. fG
MoniCiair 91763

((71{\~

~U

ORANGE COAST
TITLE COMPANY

COMMITMENT TO SERVICE SINCE 1974

1 . (800) 544-3515
Servin& Los An&eles, SUI Deiao. Oranae. Riverside and San Bernardino Counties

1:PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS
, .INLAND EMPIRE

SleVen Robert Ogden

1655 N. Mountain104
Upland 91786

Matko

Announces the Opening of the
Ontario Sales Office and Showroom

MaUew James Curtis

633 Elise Dr.
Redlands 92374

EPIS
LawrenceJ. Riven
35271 Avenue A
yucaipa 92399

Full Bore Productions
Robert L. Floyd

Elite Pacific l•formatio• Service
Lawrence J. Riven
35271 Avenue A
Yucaipa 92399

Real Estate One Property
Khanb Pbuoc Nguyen

PerhriDkle Cottaae
Heidi AllialD
12891 Clover CL
Yucaipa 92399

Spots Water Service
Jollll Leslie Abbey
11060 Valley Vista
Apple Vlllcy 92301

382 s. Mountain 158
Upland 91786

720 w. o.m.on Ct.
0Diario91762

"TAKE A PRO TO YOUR NEXT TRADESHOW"

3535 Inland Empire Blvd.

Ontario, CA 91764 U.S.A.
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Make an

Pool Sharks
Bradley D. Brown
1746 Sunnypark
Redlands 92374

Wl•dow Expressions

AUGUST 30 -

Sales
and
Rentals

(714)
(714)

941
9-. . -3207

fax

R1s1ng from the heart of San Bernardino's
bus1ness d1strict, the Maruko Hotel and
Convention Center IS the perfect cho1ce for
bus1ness travelers Included 1n our
execut1ve package IS a courtesy shunle to
Ontano A1rport. a cockta1l1n Boomer's or
Lombard's, and the Maruko Execut1ve
Breakfast every day of your stay The
adJacent convent1on center offers 19,000
sq ft of meetmg space wh 1ch can accom·
modate up to 1500 delegates 1n one room

$5400

PLUSTAX
PER PERSON

$ 10 for each add1t1onal person
Call today and request the Corporate
Execut1ve Package

1-800-472-3353

~·
MI\AUI<O
H 0t(l

{,

( 0 N V(Nl10N

( ( NI(A

295 Nonh E Street. San Bernard1no. CA 9240 I
(7 14) 381·6181

Facing Health Care
Issues
Nationally, health care continues to
rank as one of the top concerns among
American consumers. Recently Community Health Corporation (CHC), the
non-profit parent corporation of Riverside Community Hospital (RCH), developed a "coalition of ex perience" between its three Boards of Directors that
brings new dimension to Inland Empire health care management.
The recent appointments of Anne T.
Thomas, Partner of Best, Best & Krieger practicing in the area of water law,
land usc and natural resources and is currently the Managing Partner of their
Ontario Office as Chairman of the RCH
Board of Directors; and Paul C. Sundeen, Partner-in-Charge of the Riverside
office of Price Waterhouse as the Chairman of CHC's Board of Directors, and
the continuing tenure of Nick Goldwarc,
of Goldware Taylor Insurance as Chairman of Riverside Community Ventures
Corporation's Board of Directors, complete the business leaders tri umvirate
that hospital officials feel will help
guide the corporation through tl1e morass of health care issues in the 1990s.
In the face of continuing government
regulations and decreasing profit margins, health care providers have been
forced to diversify and restrucwre their
organizations in order to continue to effectively administer health care programs. Riverside Community Hospital
created Community Health Care Corporation in 1985.

a
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Letters To The
Editor
To the Editor:
Regarding your July article, " Rail Haul on Track in
the Inland Empire," there is
one fact of which you are evidently not aware.
There is
water in the bottom of the
pit that is planned for the
Southern California's trash.
It has been there for a
long time.
In fact, there
are a few palm trees growing
along the shoreline o: that
water.
The water has been
pumped out many times even
when the mine was in opera tion but it always returns .
The Kaiser people, and now
the MRC folks , have many stupid reasons for that water
being there, but we all are
thoroughly convinced that we
see ground water directly
connected to our aquifer and
that is probably one of the
holdups on the long-delayed
EIR .
It was Thoreau who said,
" Heaven is under our feet as
we l l as over our heads."
We and ou r precious acquife r thank y ou for your " fine "
article.
Since r e l y ,
Trigg & Do r othy Ro u rke
Desert Cent e r
Editor 's Note :
The wr i ter
is r e f err i n g to MRC ' s pro p os e d lan d fill at Eagl e Mo untain in east Rive rsi de Co unty.
He is
a me mber o f
Citizen's f o r the Chukwal l a
Valley (CVC), a ci t i z en's
group f or med in May t o oppose
t he landfil l.

The
Inland Empire
Business Journal
Welcomes Your
Letters and
Responses.
Please Send All
Corrcspendcnce To:

Letters To The Editor
Inland Empire
Business Journal
3535 Inland Empire
Blvd.
Ontario, CA 91764
Letters are subject to
editing if needed.

American Business in
Life-or-Death St ru gg le,
Local Speaker Says
"American business is in the midst of a
life-or-death struggle. America is losing.
The old way of business no longer
works." That was the theme of Dr. William Lareau's presentation to a group of
business executives who met at the University of California, Riverside on July
31. The presentation, sponsored by the
Graduate School of 1anagcment, is part
of quarterly program known as Community Presentations.
According to Lareau, ~ho is currently
director of total quality management for
the Valley System Division of General
Dynamics in Rancho Cucamonga, American business culture is no longer con gruent with the contemporary business
environment. And un less business leaders
realize this the fate of American business
may be similar to that of the Roman
Empire.
According to Lareau, if we want to survive as a leading industrial power we
need something new, something bold.
We need new leadership, a new battle
plan, and a new type of business warrior.
This new type of warrior is the
"American Samurai": a business warrior
equipped with a new philosophy and new
skills, he said.
Lareau said U.S. management obsession with outcomes must be abandoned
and replaced by a focus on process. He
added that the traditional system of job
descriptions, performance appraisals,
merit pay, and pay-for-performance must
be abandoned and replaced with a system
which encourages and reward teamwork
and group effort.

"The community presentations program is a forum through which the Graduate School of Management makes available to the members of the Inland Empire
busi ness communlly topics related to
contemporary management issues," said
Dr. Ray Maghroon, Director of executive
education at UCR.
ln the past, presentations have dealt
with legal aspects of managing employees, motivation and performance evaluation. These presentations arc free lO the
members of the Inland Empire business
communlly

For infonnaiion abouifwure programs,
please conwctihe Office of Execwive Educmion a1 (714) 787-4592

One Da y Seminar For
People In Business Or
Starting A Business
Learn what it takes to start and oper·
ate a successful business through a
seminar to be held on Tuesday, September II, 1990 from 9:00am to 4:00pm
at the County Government Center, Joshua Room, 385 NoniJ Arrowhead
Ave., San Bernardino.
Conducted by the U.S. Small Businccs Administration, in conjunction
with the Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE), this program is designed to provide information to people
through Riverside and San Bernardino
counties who plan to start a business or
recently established a business.
Topics to be discussed by professionals will be: site location, acquiring capital , recordkeeping, increasing sales
through advertising and promotion and
legal procedures. The fee is S 15.
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HealthLink.
The Business Link To Healthier Employees

And Lower Costs.
H ealthLmk 1 a full-serv1ce. 24-hour, sevendays-a-week health care supplier created specifIcally to meet the need of busine s.
We're a free·standmg clinic w1thm a hospital
wtth our own !teen ed medical staff. Yet the
considerable resources of a h1ghly respected
hospital are avatlable to us at a ll ttmes.
Every HealthLmk program or service is
des1gned to help businesses save money and
improve employee health.

• 0.0 T dnvmg exa mmano ns
• Drug and alcoho l screenmg
• Heanng, vis1on and pulmonary function
assessments
• High blood pressure, d1abetes and
tuberculosiS screening
• Physical therapy.
• Pam management.
• Work harden mg.
• Return to work clea rances.
• Disabiltty evaluation.
• Safety mspections.

Cost containment.
HealthLmk ca n ave you money w1th a comprehensive program of cost contamment services.
• Health Link discount of 20% on inpatient,
o utpatient a nd phys1c1an care, as well as
many o ther health serv1ce
• Physician Preferred Provider Organization
affilianon .
• Employee a s1stance programs to help
workers wtth finanCial , legal or emononal
p roblems through timely intervention,
counseling and referral.

HeathLink can:
• Red uce your health care costs and insurance
premiums
• Improve worke r productivity.
• Return workers to their jobs more quickly
after work-related injuries.
• Reduce the number of problem worker cases.
•Cut absenteeism.
HealthLink meets your emergency and general
industrial medicine needs requiring immediate attention . But we also offer many rehabilitation and h ealth promotion programs as
well as easy-to-implement cost containment
measures.

Occupational Medicine.
Our Occupational Medicine services include:
• Full range of medical specialists on staff.
• Occupational health pre-placement testing in
full compliance w1th CAUOSHA and FED/
OSHA regulations
• Annual management/executive health maintenance programs.
• Back injury rehabilitation .
• Baseline screening, monitonng and medical
surveillance

Health and Wellness Programs.
Prevention IS less costly than treatment.
That's why we provide a full-range of programs to promote good health among you r
employees.
•Comprehensive phys1cal exams and health
•
history evaluation.
•Co nsultations with medical specialists.
• Computerized individual nutrition evaluation and programs.
• Educational business breakfasts for business
managers.
• Health risk appraisals.
• Physical capacity testing.
• Stress management.
• Eating disorders.
• Smoking cessation .
• Substance abuse abate ment.
• Weight management.
• CPR!fir t aid classes.
• Back care management.
• Women's health issues.
• C holesterol control.
• High blood pressure control.
• Diabetes cree ning.
• Mammography testing

HealthLink. A Healthy Decision.
To find out how you can improve your em·
ployees' hea lth and lower you r healthcare
related costs, call HealthLink today for more
information . (714) 988-3895

~

Doctors' Hospital of Montclair
5000 San Bernardino Street
Montcla1r, California 91763
(7 14) 625-5411

~ Ontario Community Hospital
111111!!!!'

550 North Monterey Avenue
O n tan o. Califo rnia 91764
(714) 984-2201

